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Resum
Els sistemes de baix impuls estan creixent en popularitat tant per a sate`l·lits per a orbitar
la Terra com per a astronaus cientı´fiques en missions interplaneta`ries. Aixo` e´s gra`cies a
l’habilitat d’aquests sistemes per a viatjar durant me´s temps i d’una manera me´s eficient.
A me´s a me´s, les trajecto`ries espacials poden ser optimitzades en temps o combustible
definint un problema de control o`ptim i resolent-lo mitjanc¸ant me`todes indirectes o directes.
Per a aquesta rao´, al llarg d’aquest projecte implementarem un resolvent per a optimitzar,
mitjanc¸ant transcripcio´ directa i col·locacio´, trajecto`ries espacials tridimensionals de baixa
empenta amb restriccions de camı´ per a problemes d’optimitzacio´ de temps o combustible.
Per fer-ho, primer parlarem dels avantatges de la propulsio´ de baix impuls per a missions
de llarga durada en comparacio´ amb l’u´s de sistemes quı´mics. Un cop haguem introduı¨t
aquests sistemes, definirem el problema de control o`ptim a trave´s de transcripcio´ directa
i col·locacio´. Tambe´ veurem com les transfere`ncies orbitals de baix impuls poden quedar
definides com a un problema de control o`ptim per tal d’optimitzar-ne el temps de trans-
fere`ncia o el consum de combustible, incloent l’equacio´ del flux ma`ssic en la dina`mica del
problema i la disminucio´ de l’impuls disponible que el motor patira` a mesura que s’allunyi
del Sol com a restriccio´ de camı´. Aleshores, implementarem el resolvent d’optimitzacio´
mitjanc¸ant Matlab i el paquet de programari de codi obert per a optimitzacio´ no lineal de
gran escala IPOPT. Aquest codi sera` organitzat de manera lo`gica d’acord amb la resolu-
cio´ de problemes de control o`ptim mitjanc¸ant IPOPT, per tal de poder facilitar-ne la seva
comprensio´, aixı´ com tambe´ per millorar-ne la seva claredat.
Finalment, alguns exemples seran executats per tal de poder-ne exposar els resultats i
comparar-los. Aquests exemples quedaran definits usant CubeSats amb dos models de
motors diferents de propulsio´ amb electro-esprai, els quals han estat proporcionats pel
departament de cie`ncia i tecnologia aeroespacial del Politecnico di Milano. D’aquesta
manera, aconseguirem un enfocament me´s realista. Utilitzarem ambdo´s models per a
problemes tant d’optimitzacio´ de temps com de combustible, per tal de poder comprovar
la validesa del resolvent. Les transfere`ncies orbitals de baix impuls seran definides entre
l’o`rbita terrestre al voltant del Sol i un punt de captura balı´stica pre`viament computat des
d’on l’astronau sera` “capturada” per Mart.
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Overview
Low-thrust propulsion systems are growing in popularity for both Earth orbiting satellites
and scientific spacecraft on interplanetary missions. This is thanks to the ability of these
systems of traveling during more time and in a more efficient way. Moreover, space trajec-
tories can be optimized in time or fuel by defining an optimal control problem and solving
it via indirect or direct methods. Therefore, through this project a solver to optimize, via
direct transcription and collocation, three-dimensional, low-thrust space trajectories with
variable path constraints in a time or fuel optimal way will be implemented.
For doing so, we will first talk about the advantages of low-thrust propulsion for long mis-
sions when compared to the chemical ones. Once these systems will have been intro-
duced, we will define the optimal control problem via direct transcription and collocation.
Also, we will see how low-thrust orbital transfers can be defined as an optimal control
problem in order to be optimized for the transfer time or fuel consumption, including the
mass flow equation in the dynamics of the problem and the decrease of available thrust
that the engine will suffer as it moves away from the Sun as the path constraint. Then, we
will implement the optimization solver using Matlab and the open source software pack-
age for large-scale nonlinear optimization IPOPT. This code will be organized in a logical
way according to the optimal control problems resolution with IPOPT in order to ease its
understanding and to enhance its clarity.
Finally, some examples will be run in order to display their results and compare them.
These examples will be defined using CubeSats with two different models of electro-spray
propulsion engines, which have been proportioned by the department of aerospace sci-
ence and technology of the Politecnico di Milano. This way, we will achieve a more realistic
approach. Both models will be used for both time and fuel optimal problems, in order to
prove the validity of the solver. The low-thrust orbital transfers stated will be between the
Earth’s orbit around the Sun and a ballistic capture precomputed point from where the
spacecraft will be ”picked up” by Mars.
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INTRODUCTION
Low-thrust propulsion, also known as electric propulsion, is a mean of propulsion encom-
passing all of the ways of accelerating a propellant using electrical power. Nowadays, they
are growing in popularity for both Earth orbiting satellites and scientific spacecraft on in-
terplanetary missions. This is because the efficient use of fuel by these systems and the
electrical power enable spacecrafts to travel during more time and in a more efficient way.
Moreover, space trajectories can be optimized in time or fuel by defining an optimal control
problem and solving it via indirect or direct methods. Because of its simplicity and good
convergence we will be using direct transcription and collocation, regardless the low accu-
racy when compared to the indirect methods, that, as a contrary, have smaller convergence
areas.
Therefore, the objectives of this project will be:
• To have a general idea of low-thrust propulsion and its advantages.
• To understand how optimal control, via direct transcription and collocation, for low-
thrust orbital transfers works.
• To implement a solver to optimize three-dimensional, low-thrust space trajectories
with variable path constraints in a time or fuel optimal way.
• To organize the solver code in a logical way facilitating its comprehension.
For accomplishing them, we will first have a look at low-thrust propulsion systems, compar-
ing them with the chemical ones and seeing why they are a good choice when it comes to
long missions. We will also introduce their existing classification according to the method
used to electrically accelerate the gas that will provide the desired thrust. Also, we will
take a glance at the past explaining some interplanetary previous missions that have used
electric propulsion as a main mean of propulsion.
Then, we will move to the optimal control problem definition part. There, the optimal con-
trol via direct transcription and collocation will be first defined. Basically, the optimal con-
trol problem consists in a mathematical optimization process of finding control and state
trajectories for a dynamic system in order to minimize a certain objective function while
simultaneously subject to a set of constraints. Direct transcription and collocation will be
used for translating the optimal control problem into a nonlinear programming one, which
can be solved for a finite set of variables without involving dynamics. After that, we will see
how low-thrust orbital transfers can be defined as an optimal control problem in order to
be optimized for the transfer time or fuel consumption.
Once we will have stated all the basis, we will implement a solver using Matlab. For
doing so, we will use the IPOPT solver, which is an open source software package for
large-scale nonlinear optimization. The Matlab code will be based on the work of Chen
and Topputo [18] and will be organized in a logical way according to the optimal control
problems resolution in order to ease its understanding and to enhance its clarity. Therefore,
the original contribution of this work will be:
• To implement a three-dimensional solver for low-thrust transfers from a two-dimensional
one.
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• To include the mass flow rate equation into the solver.
• To include the path constraints from the engine’s maximum available thrust into the
solver.
• To target a point in the space in order to include the precomputed solution of a
ballistic capture transfer to Mars.
• To organize the code solver in a more knowledgeably and clearly way.
To end up, we will run some examples in order to display their results and compare them.
These examples will be defined using CubeSats with two different models of electro-spray
propulsion engines, which have been proportioned by the department of aerospace sci-
ence and technology of the Politecnico di Milano. This way, we will achieve a more realistic
approach. Both models will be used for both time and fuel optimal problems, in order to
prove the validity of the solver. The low-thrust orbital transfers stated will be between the
Earth’s orbit around the Sun and a ballistic capture precomputed point from where the
spacecraft will be ”picked up” by Mars. The precomputed ballistic capture transfer to Mars
has been also proportioned by the department of aerospace science and technology of
the Politecnico di Milano.
CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW OF LOW-THRUST
PROPULSION
1.1. Introduction to Low-Thrust Systems
Nowadays, we mainly have two types of propulsion: chemical and electric. Electric propul-
sion, which is also known as low-thrust propulsion, offers several advantages due its per-
formance gains when compared to the chemical one.
First of all, we could define chemical systems as a mean of propulsion which uses chem-
ical reactions to produce a flow of fast-moving gas. The main problem of propelling a
spacecraft this way is that it is a complex and inefficient process, as well as dangerous
due the high inflammability of the propellant. Also, chemical propulsion is said to be ”en-
ergy limited” because the chemical reactants have a fixed amount of energy per unit mass,
which limits the achievable exhaust velocity or specific impulse. However, because of the
propellants being their own energy source, the rate at which energy can be supplied to the
propellant (which is ultimately limited by reaction kinetics) is independent of the mass of
propellant, so very high powers and thrust levels can be achieved [2, 9].
On the other hand, low-thrusters use electric power, which provides a safer propulsion. It
is obtained from an external source, typically solar power, which is converted to electrical
power used to electrically accelerate the gas. This provides a more efficient way to propel
our spacecraft, in the sense that they require much less propellant to produce the same
overall effect. According to the method used to accelerate the gas they can be categorized
as electrostatic, electro-thermal and electromagnetic. In figure 1.1 we can see the electric
propulsion classification, which will we explained in more detail in the following sections
[2].
Figure 1.1: Electric Propulsion Classification
Low-thrusters also give the ability to have a very accurate control on the force applied to
the spacecraft. This makes possible to control our spacecraft with high accuracy in position
and orientation [2].
The only negative point is that low-thrusters can only eject very small flows of propellant,
providing a typical maximum thrust in the order of micro-Newtons, while chemical systems
can eject massive amounts of propellant being able to produce even thrusts of thousands
of Newtons. Consequently, when a high acceleration is needed, electric propulsion is not
an option, as it takes much longer to achieve a particular speed. This, also, supposes
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longer transfer times. However, this tiny force can be applied continuously for very long
periods, in the order of months or years [2].
These several advantages have lead low-thrusters to being widely accepted as primary
propulsion systems for station-keeping and final orbit insertion. Moreover, another impor-
tant use of them is its use in the interplanetary missions, as discussed below.
1.2. Previous Missions with Low-Thrust Propulsion
Some missions have been essential in the evolution of low-thrust propulsion for interplan-
etary purposes. In this section we will take a glance at Deep Space 1 and Dawn from
NASA, as well as SMART 1 from ESA.
1.2.1. Deep Space 1
Deep Space 1 (DS1), was the first project of the New Millennium Program, with which
NASA focused on engineering validation of new technologies for space application. DS1
was launched on 24 October 1998 and its ion engines were shut down on 18 December
2001. It was NASA’s first spacecraft to use electric primary propulsion [3].
DS1 target was to make flybys of asteroid 9969 Braille and of comet Borrelly. Moreover, it
had to test twelve high risk new technologies, including solar electric propulsion [3].
Figure 1.2: DS1 ion engine [13]
The ion propulsion system on DS1 is a gridded ion engine (see section 1.3.), which works
with xenon. The power processing unit of this engine can accept as much as 2.5 kW,
corresponding to a peak thruster operating power of 2.3 kW and a thrust of 92 mN. The
lowest thrust level of 20 mN is reached with a thruster power of 470 W. The specific impulse
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ranges from 3200 s, with about 2 kW delivered to the power processing unit, to 1900 s at
the minimum throttle level. In figure 1.2 we can see the DS1 ion engine [4].
When it comes to consumption, in the 16265 hours (around a total of 678 days of operation
along the 1329 days of the mission) of thrusting it consumed a total xenon mass of 73.4
kg, having a mean consumption of 1.25 mg/s. This thrust was employed in deterministic
thrust, trajectory correction maneuvers and dedicated tests [3] .
DS1 was launched with 81.5 kg of xenon and 31.1 kg of hydrazine (used by a hydrazine-
based reaction control system in the autonomous navigation system), having a total launch
mass of 486.3 kg. So, the maximum thrust per initial mass ratio was of 1.89·10−4 m/s2 [4].
1.2.2. Dawn
Dawn was launched on 27 September 2007 by NASA with the main objective of studying
two of the three protoplanets of the asteroid belt, Vesta and Ceres. It orbited Vesta from
16 July 2011 to 5 September 2012. Nowadays, since 6 March 2015, it is orbiting Ceres
[14].
The ion propulsion system on Dawn is inherited technology from the Deep Space 1 (see
section 1.2.1.). The difference is that Dawn total thrust time through the mission will be
of about 2100 days, instead of 678 days like in the Deep Space 1. For this reason, three
xenon ion thrusters were needed instead of one [14].
Each of these three xenon engines in Dawn is capable of producing 92 mN of maximum
thrust at 2.6 kW input power and a specific impulse of 3200 to 1900 s [15].
These ion engines only consume 3.25 mg/s at maximum thrust. The Dawn spacecraft
carries 425 kg of xenon propellant, having a total initial mass of 1240 kg. So, the maximum
thrust per initial mass ratio is of 2.20·10−4 m/s2 [14].
1.2.3. SMART 1
SMART 1 was launched on 27 September 2003 by ESA with the objective of testing and
proving an ion drive and miniaturized instruments, as well as investigations of the lunar
geochemistry and a search of ice at the south lunar pole. The mission ended on 3 Septem-
ber 2006 [10, 11].
The ion propulsion system on SMART 1 was a hall effect thruster (see section 1.3.), the
PPS-1350, which used xenon gas propellant and the power from the spacecraft’s solar
arrays. This engine weighted just 29 kg an was capable to produce a maximum thrust of
70 mN at a peak consumption of 1.2 kW. It was able to provide a 1640 s specific impulse
[9].
During its 5000 hours of operation (around a total of 209 days of operation along the 1072
days of the mission) it consumed 80 kg of xenon propellant, having a mean consumption
of 4.44 mg/s. SMART 1 initial mass was of 367 kg and had a maximum thrust per initial
mass ratio is of 1.91·10−4 m/s2 [9, 11].
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1.3. Electrostatic Propulsion
Electrostatic propulsion systems accelerate the ionized propellant by means of an electric
field. In this category of electric propulsion we can find the field emission electrostatic
propulsion (FEEP), the colloidal thrusters and the ion engines. Also, we should take into
account the ion electro-spray propulsion despite of being a novel technology.
1.3.1. Field Emission Electrostatic Propulsion
FEEP works by extracting individual ions from an easily ionizable metal, such as the al-
kali metals, by using a strong electric field (around 1010 V/m). This technique has been
demonstrated in laboratories using liquid cesium as the propellant [9].
The low thrust to power ratio (of just around 15 µN/W ), as well as the contamination
and surface attack caused by the use of cesium, prevent the use of FEEP in practical
operational applications [9].
It has been demonstrated that FEEP thrusters, with an extraction/acceleration voltage of
10 kV, can reach up to 10000 s of specific impulse. approaching an efficiency of 100 %.
However, very low thrust is available, about 1 µN to 5 mN tested on ground [9].
1.3.2. Colloidal Thrusters
Colloidal thrusters work by electro-statically accelerate charged, sub-micron diameter droplets
of a conducting, non-metallic liquid. Their problem is that they need high voltages, in the
order of 10 kV [5, 9].
It has been demonstrated, in ground, that they can reach about 1000 s of specific impulse
and up to 100 mN of thrust [5, 9].
1.3.3. Ion Engines
Gridded ion engines work by injecting a neutral gas in a thrust chamber. Which is then ion-
ized and magnetically contained within the chamber. The positively-charged ions migrate
between a set of grids where the ions experience a large voltage potential and are ac-
celerated by a Coulomb force to a high exhaust velocity. The electrons inside the thruster
chamber are then pumped by the system’s power processing unit to a neutralizing cathode
in order to prevent the spacecraft from acquiring a charge, which could produce damage
[1, 9].
Hall thrusters, which are essentially grid-less ion engines, work by employing magnetic
fields to deflect low mass electrons. The electrons are forced into an orbiting motion by the
Hall effect near the exit plane of the thruster. A propellant is injected through the anode
where the trapped electrons will collide and ionize the propellant. The ionized propellant
will see the potential of the electron plasma and accelerate towards the thruster exit [1, 9].
When it comes to performance, gridded ion engines have typical specific impulses in the
3000-4000 s range, and available thrust between 20 mN and 250 mN. On the other hand,
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Hall effect ones have typical specific impulses between 1500 s and 2500 s, and thrust can
go from 40 mN to 600 mN [1, 6].
The first United States test with an ion engine was in 1964 with the SERT-1. However,
ion thrusters have been in operational use since the mid 1990s for station keeping on
geostationary satellites. In 1998, Deep Space 1 (see section 1.2.1.) became the first
interplanetary mission to use a ion engine as primary means of propulsion [1].
1.3.4. Electro-Spray Propulsion
Electro-spray propulsion is based on the electrostatic extraction and acceleration of ions
from ionic liquids, which are substances with exceptionally low vapor pressure and rela-
tively high electrical conductivity. These liquids can be exposed to vacuum conditions with
practically no thermal evaporation and can be electrically stressed to form conical tips,
named Taylor cones, where very strong fields develop, inducing ion emission when a po-
tential difference of about 1-2 kV is applied between a relatively sharp emitter coated with
an ionic liquid and a downstream aperture electrode, creating needed electric fields on the
order of 1V/nm to extract charged species [7, 8].
Figure 1.3: The S-iEPS propulsion systems are shown next to a 1U CubeSat frame for
scale reference [16]
Each Taylor cone is capable of generating up to 1 µA of ionic current, corresponding
to about 0.1 µN of thrust. For that reason, practical implementation of this technology
would require building densely packed arrays of individual emitters. For example, S-iEPS
thrusters for nano-satellites, which have recently developed by the Space Propulsion Lab-
oratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, are capable of producing up to 100
mN at 1200 s of specific impulse, and they just weight about 100 grams. However, these
kind of thrusters can easily can produce specific impulses between 2000 s and 3500 s.
Their good performance and low weight and consumption make electro-spray engines a
good option for missions with CubeSats because, despite their lack of flight experience,
they are widely being investigated and tested in the Space Propulsion Laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In figure 1.3 we can see the S-iEPS propulsion
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systems next to a 1U CubeSat frame for scale reference. [8, 16].
1.4. Electro-thermal Propulsion
Electro-thermal propulsion systems accelerate the propellant using heat. In this kind of
propulsion, electrical energy is applied to heat a working fluid to increase the exhaust
velocity. In this category of electric propulsion we can find the resistojets, the arcjets and
the inductively or radiatively heated systems.
1.4.1. Resistojets
Resistojets work by flowing gaseous propellant through an electric heater and then ex-
panding it through a nozzle to create thrust. Their typical flight operation is super-heating
catalytically decomposed hydrazine to leverage the propellant commonality of standard
mono-propellant chemical propulsion systems. The specific impulse produced by resisto-
jets is relatively low because it is limited by the high molecular mass of hydrazine and the
maximum sustainable temperature [1].
They were first used experimentally in space during the mid 1960s. Their first operational
use was on the Intelsat-V series of geostationary communication satellites in the 1980s.
They have been also used for orbit insertion, attitude control and deorbiting of the Iridium
satellite constellation [9].
Resistojets can reach values of specific impulse near 350 s with an efficiency up to 80 %.
When it comes to thrust, they can reach up to 1 N of maximum thrust [9, 17].
1.4.2. Arcjets
Arcjets work by flowing the propellant through an electric arc that heats it before it expands
through a nozzle. They were first used with commercial purposes on the Telstar-4 series
of geostationary communication satellites in 1993 [1, 9].
It has been demonstrated on test flights that arcjets are capable of providing enough thrust
for orbit transfer or primary propulsion maneuvers. However, problems with electrode ero-
sion and lack of enough electric power have delayed their introduction into operational
missions [1, 9].
Arcjets are typically in the 500 - 600 s range of specific impulse with an efficiency of just
around 40 %. They are able to reach up to 230 mN of available thrust [9, 17].
1.5. Electromagnetic Propulsion
Electromagnetic propulsion systems use orthogonal electric and magnetic fields to apply
a Lorentz body force to ionized propellant atoms. This is done in order to accelerate them
out of the plane of the crossed fields. In this category of electric propulsion we can find the
pulsed plasma thrusters (PPTs) and the magneto plasma dynamic thrusters (MPDTs) [9].
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1.5.1. Pulsed Plasma Thrusters
PPTs work by using electrical energy stored in a capacitor in order to create a pulsed
arc discharge across the face of a block of propellant when trigged. This arc ablates
and ionizes a small amount of propellant and the self-induced magnetic field acts on the
ions to create a Lorentz force accelerating the plasma. These systems exploit the natural
properties of plasma to produce thrust and high velocities with very low fuel consumption.
[1, 12].
They were first proved in 1964 by the Soviet Union in the Zond 2. Then they have been
used in several missions such as the LES-6, 8 and 9, the Navy Navigation Satellites (NNS)
or the Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) [12].
PPTs are capable of achieving specific impulses of 1400 s. And of just providing 1 mN of
thrust [12].
1.5.2. Magneto Plasma Dynamic Thrusters
MPDTs work by applying a large current radially outwards through a neutral plasma, from
a central cathode to an annular anode. This radial current induces an azimuthal, circular
magnetic field. The Lorentz body force acting on ions moving in the discharge current
accelerates the plasma along the axis of the electrode structure [9].
MPDTs are able of producing specific impulses up to 6000 s and thrust levels of 25 N with
efficiencies between 40 and 60 %. However, their problem is that they have not gained any
flight experience, as they are a technology under development, and that they consume too
much power, up to 500 kW for reaching these levels of performance [1, 6].
1.6. Performance Comparison of Low-Thrust Systems
As explained above, low-thrusters can be categorized according to the method used to
accelerate the propellant as electrostatic, electro-thermal and electromagnetic. In this
section we can find a performance comparison between the different systems explained
above.
In table 1.1 the comparison between highest typical values of the different electric propul-
sion systems is showed. From which be can see that, in general, electro-thermal propul-
sion engines have high thrusts and low specific impulses. On the other hand, electrostatic
propulsion engines tend to have lower thrusts but higher specific impulses. When it comes
to the electromagnetic propulsion engines, it can be seen that PPTs provide very low
thrusts and relatively low specific impulse, while the MPDTs provide very high both thrust
and specific impulse. However, despite the flight experience of PPTs, electromagnetic sys-
tems are still being investigated in order to enhance both their performance and efficiency.
Moreover, in figure 1.4 a graphic comparison, including a tendency line, between them
is showed. From which, it can be seen that the tendency regarding the low-thrusters
with flight experience is a decreasing logarithmic law between thrust and specific impulse.
From the graphic, MPDTs have been excluded because of their technology being still under
development.
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Table 1.1: Performance comparison between typical values in low-thrust systems
Maximum
Thrust [mN]
Maximum
Specific
Impulse [s]
Electrostatic
Propulsion
FEEP 5 10 000
Colloidal Thruster 100 1 000
Ion Engine: Gridded 250 4 000
Ion Engine: Hall Effect 600 2 500
Electro-Spray 100 3 500
Electro-Thermal
Propulsion
Resistojet 1000 350
Arcjet 230 600
Electromagnetic
Propulsion
PPT 1 1 400
MPDT 25 000 6 000
Figure 1.4: Performance comparison between typical values in low-thrust systems
CHAPTER 2. OPTIMAL CONTROL VIA DIRECT
TRANSCRIPTION AND COLLOCATION
2.1. The Optimal Control Problem
Optimal control is the mathematical optimization process of finding control and state tra-
jectories for a dynamic system in order to minimize a certain objective function while si-
multaneously subject to a set of constraints, as defined by Chen and Topputo [18].
The formulation of any optimal control problem, according to Becerra [21], requires :
• A mathematical model of the system to be controlled.
• A specification of the performance index.
• A specification of all boundary conditions on states, and constraints to be satisfied
by states and controls.
• A statement of what variables are free.
In the continuous time case, the dynamics of a system can be defined by a set of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs), which, if written in explicit form, can be expressed as [21]:
x˙= f [x(t),u(t), p, t], t ∈ [ti, t f ] (2.1)
where x(t) is the state vector function, u(t) is the control vector function, p is a vector of
constant parameters, and t is an independent variable, which is usually the time.
The initial and terminal conditions can be expressed as a set of inequality constraints,
which are initial and final conditions defined within some prescribed lower and upper
bounds [18]:
ψi,L ≤ ψ[x(ti),u(ti), p, ti]≤ ψi,U
ψ f ,L ≤ ψ[x(t f ),u(t f ), p, t f ]≤ ψ f ,U
(2.2)
Sometimes, the problem involves time-dependent constraints on the states and/or control
variables, which can be written in the form of time-dependent inequalities and are often
called path constraints [21]:
gL ≤ g[x(t),u(t), p, t]≤ gU , t ∈ [ti, t f ] (2.3)
Also, there are often bound constraints on states, controls, and static parameters [21]:
xL ≤ x(t)≤ xU , t ∈ [ti, t f ]
uL ≤ u(t)≤ uU , t ∈ [ti, t f ]
pL ≤ p≤ pU
(2.4)
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Moreover, in the cases where the initial and/or final times are not fixed, but are to be
chosen as part of the solution to the problem, we have [21]:
ti ≤ ti ≤ ti
t f ≤ t f ≤ t f
t f − ti ≥ 0
(2.5)
So, an optimal control problem involves finding all the free functions and variables: the
controls u(t), the states x(t), the parameters vector p, and the times t0 and t f to minimize
the following performance index, while satisfying the above constraints (2.1)–(2.5) [21]:
J = ϕ[x(ti), ti,x(t f ), t f ]+
∫ t f
ti
L(x(t),u(t), t)dt (2.6)
where ϕ is the cost function, and L is the running cost function.
The aim of the problem is to find a solution that represents a stationary point of the aug-
mented performance index [19, 20]:
J¯ = ϕ(x(t f ), t f )+νTψ(x(t f ),u(t f ), t f )+
∫ t f
ti
[L(x,u, t)+λT ( f (x,u, t)− x˙)+µTg(x,u, t)]dt
(2.7)
where ν is the multiplier of the boundary condition, λ is the vector of co-state; and µ are
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers.
Optimal solution must both minimize the objective function and satisfy the dynamics. Now,
the problem consists in formulating the necessary condition for a stationary point of J¯.
Which can be achieved by imposing that its first variation is zero, namely δJ¯ = 0.
In order to write the necessary conditions in a compact form, it is convenient to define the
Hamiltonian of the problem as [20, 22]:
H(x,λ,µ,u, p, t) = L(x,u, t)+λT f (x,u, t)+µTg(x,u, t). (2.8)
Euler-Lagrange equations, which are the necessary conditions for optimality, are:
x˙=
∂H
∂λ
, λ˙=−∂H
∂x
, u= argminH(PMP) (2.9)
where the first is the equivalent to the dynamics (2.1), the second describes the dynamics
of the co-states, and the third is an algebraic equation for the control functions, where
PMP stands for Pontryagin’s Miniumum Principle.
This differential-algebraic system (2.9) must be solved together with the boundary condi-
tions (2.2) and the following transversality conditions [19]:
λ(ti) = 0, λ(t f ) =
[
∂ϕ
∂x
+
(
∂ψ
∂x
)T
ν
]
t=t f
(2.10)
which define a differential-algebraic parametric two-point boundary value problem.
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2.2. The Nonlinear Programming Problem
A nonlinear programming (NLP) problem is a decisional problem concerning a scalar al-
gebraic function and an algebraic vector of constraints. As opposite to the optimal control
problem, no dynamics are involved into a NLP problem [18, 20].
The general NLP problem can be stated as having to find the n-vector [20]:
yT = (y1, ...,yn) (2.11)
to minimize the scalar objective function [20]:
F(y) (2.12)
subject to the constraints [20]:
cL ≤ c(y)≤ cU (2.13)
and the simple bounds [20]:
yL ≤ y≤ yU (2.14)
2.3. Direct Transcription and Collocation
Optimal control problems can be solved with indirect or direct methods. Indirect methods
stem from a calculus of variations, which requires solving the optimal control problem via
the Euler-Lagrange equations (2.9).
On the other hand, we can translate the continuous optimal control problem into a NLP
problem and solve for a finite set of variables. This procedure is called direct transcription
and the approach is known as direct method [18].
2.3.1. Direct Transcription
With direct transcription, the time domain can be uniformly discretized as [18]:
ti = t1 < t2 < ... < tN = t f (2.15)
where the time labels are referred to as mesh points or nodes. The step size of the
discretization is defined as:
h= (t f − ti)/(N−1) (2.16)
The states and controls can be discretized over the mesh by defining xk = x(tk) and uk =
u(tk). This way, the discretized states and controls can be treated as a set of NLP variables.
The whole variable vector of the problem is [18]:
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y= {x1,u1, ...,xN ,uN}T (2.17)
The differential equations are replaced by a finite set of defects constraints derived by the
numerical integration scheme. If a classical Runge-Kutta scheme is used, the defects are
of the form [18]:
ζi ≡ xi+1− xi−hi
k
∑
j=1
β j fi j (2.18)
With this transcription, the optimal control constraints (2.2)-(2.3) are replaced by the NLP
constraints [18]:
cL ≤ c(y)≤ cU , (2.19)
where [18]:
c(y)≡ {ζ1,ζ2, ...,ζN−1,ψi,ψ f ,g1,g2, ...,gN}T . (2.20)
2.3.2. Hermite-Simpson Collocation Method
In mathematics, a collocation method is a method for the numerical solution of ODEs, par-
tial differential equations and integral equations. In optimal control problems, collocation
method is used to transcribe differential dynamic constraints into a set of algebraic con-
straints. The basic idea is to choose polynomials up to a certain degree with a number of
points in the domain (collocation points), and to evaluate the solution which satisfies the
given equation at the collocation points [18] .
Hermite-Simpson method is a basic form of collocation method. It involves the discretiza-
tion of the differential equations using Hermite-Simpson approximations, by defining a grid
of N points covering the time interval [ti, t f ]. This way, the differential equations become a
finite set of equality constraints of the NLP problem.
The Hermite-Simpson method is based on a cubic interpolating polynomial, such that so-
lution of the ODE will be locally approximated by the polynomial [21]:
x(t) = a(k)0 +a
(k)
1 (t− tk)+a(k)2 (t− tk)2+a(k)3 (t− tk)3 (2.21)
where [a0,a1,a2,a3] are all coefficients of the polynomial.
If we derivate this interpolating polynomial (2.21) in time we obtain [21]:
x˙(t) = a(k)1 +2a
(k)
2 (t− tk)+3a(k)3 (t− tk)2 (2.22)
In order to simplify the argument, the time domain is transformed such that t ∈ [0,h].
Where h is the step size of the discretization (2.16).
This way, x(0) = xk, x(h) = xk+1, x˙(0) = x˙k and x˙(h) = x˙k+1. And evaluating equations
(2.21)-(2.22) at t = 0 and t = h we obtain [18]:
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
x(0)
x˙(0)
x(h)
x˙(h)
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 h h2 h3
0 1 2h 3h2


a0
a1
a2
a3
 (2.23)
so, the four coefficients of interpolate polynomial can be given by [18]:

a0
a1
a2
a3
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
− 3h2 −2h 3h2 −1h
2
h3
1
h2 − 2h3 1h2


x(0)
x˙(0)
x(h)
x˙(h)
 (2.24)
then, the interpolated value of x(t) located at the center of the segment will be [21]:
xc = x
(
h
2
)
=
1
2
(xk+ xk+1)+
h
8
[ f (xk,uk)− f (xk+1,uk+1)] (2.25)
and its derivative will be [21]:
x˙c = x˙
(
h
2
)
=− 3
2h
(xk− xk+1)− 14 [ f (xk,uk)+ f (xk+1,uk+1)]. (2.26)
Control variable located at the middle of the segment can be implemented by simple linear
interpolation [18]:
uc =
uk+uk+1
2
(2.27)
The difference between equation (2.26) and calculated derivatives at the midpoints define
a constraint [21]:
∆= x˙c− f (xc,uc) = xk− xk+1+ h6 [ f (xk,uk)+4 f (xc,uc)+ f (xk+1,uk+1)] = 0 (2.28)
Selecting [xk,uk,xk+1,uk+1] to drive ∆ to zero will enforce the interpolated polynomial to
accurately approximate the true dynamics. Actually, equation (2.28) is an implicit Hermite
integration. So, if collocation constraints are satisfied, the system is said to be ”implicity”
integrated [18].
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3.1. Dynamics of Orbital Transfers
Low-thrust orbital transfers dynamics have to be mathematically modeled to define an
optimal control problem. To do so, we could use a Cartesian coordinate system, but with
this option a lot of discrete points should be used in order to catch the rapidly changing
position and velocity variables. To avoid this, we will use a spherical coordinate system,
where the variables are going to change more gently.
Figure 3.1: Spherical coordinate system [23]
As we can see from figure 3.1, where spherical coordinates are defined from Cartesian
ones, r is the distance from the origin of our coordinate frame to the actual position, θ is
the angle from the ex axis to the orthogonal projection of the line segment r on the exey
plane, and φ is the angle from the orthogonal projection of the line segment r on the exey
plane to the line segment r. From figure 3.1, we can also define the required rotation
matrix as defined by Ranieri [23]:ereθ
eφ
=
 cosφcosθ cosφsinθ sinφ−sinθ cosθ 0
−sinφcosθ −sinφsinθ cosφ
exey
ez
 (3.1)
and its time derivatives as [23]:e˙re˙θ
e˙φ
=
 0 θ˙cosφ φ˙−θ˙cosφ 0 θ˙sinφ
−φ˙ −θ˙sinφ 0
ereθ
eφ
 (3.2)
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where:
0≤θ≤ 2pi
−pi/2≤φ≤ pi/2 (3.3)
From the position vector in the spherical frame and the above rotation matrix (3.1), as well
as its time derivative (3.2), the equations of motion can be found. First, we define the
position vector as [23]:
r = rer (3.4)
and the velocity vector as [23]:
r˙ = r˙er+ re˙r = r˙er+ rθ˙cosφeθ+ rφ˙eφ (3.5)
Therefore, the velocity terms can be grouped as [23]:vrvθ
vφ
=
 r˙rθ˙cosφ
rφ˙
 (3.6)
and their time derivatives are [23]:v˙rv˙θ
v˙φ
=
 r¨r˙θ˙cosφ+ rθ¨cosφ− rθ˙φ˙sinφ
r˙φ˙+ rφ¨
 (3.7)
The equations of motion from the force model of our spacecraft with mass flow rate are
defined as:
r¨+
µ
r2
er =
T
m
m˙=− |T|
Ispg0
(3.8)
where µ is the standard gravitational parameter of the center celestial body. Which can also
be expressed as the product of the gravitational constant (G= 6.67384 ·10−11m3kg−1s−2)
and the mass of the celestial body (M):
µ= GM (3.9)
In the case of a sun-centered problem we will have µ = 1.32712440018 ·1011km3s−2. T ,
m and Isp are the thrust, mass and specific impulse of our spacecraft, respectively, and g0
is the standard gravitational acceleration (g0 = 9.81m/s2).
In our case, Isp will be expressed as a function of the distance from the sun (r) because, as
we have previously seen, low-thrusters typically obtain electric power from solar radiation,
so incrementing the distance from the sun will reduce the performance of the spacecraft
engine.
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In this work, we will be working with two different models of electro-spray engines mounted
on a CubeSat, whose expressions have been proportioned by the department of aerospace
science and technology of the Politecnico di Milano. Then, depending on which engine we
decide to set as equipped in our spacecraft, we will have a Isp determined with one of
these two expressions:
IAsp(r[AU ]) = 3887.2 · r2−13842 · r+13445 [s] (3.10)
IBsp(r[AU ]) = 2871 · r2−10223 · r+9373.3 [s] (3.11)
where r is expressed in astronomical units (AU) and Isp in seconds. In figure 3.2 we can
see these equations plotted for a distance from the sun between the Earth and Mars orbits.
Figure 3.2: Engines specific impulse in function of the distance from the sun
Now, in order to obtain the inertial acceleration vector, we have to take the derivative of the
velocity vector (3.5). And substituting in terms from equations (3.2), (3.6) and (3.7) where
appropriate, the inertial acceleration vector can be written as [23]:
r¨ = v˙rer+ vre˙r+ v˙θeθ+ vθe˙θ+ v˙φeφ (3.12)
Then, if we define the state vector function as:
x=

r
θ
φ
vr
vθ
vφ
m

(3.13)
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we can define the time derivative vector of the state, which will define the dynamics of the
optimal control problem as [23]:
x˙=

r˙
θ˙
φ˙
v˙r
v˙θ
v˙φ
m˙

=

vr
vθ/(r cosφ)
vφ/r
(v2θ+ v
2
φ)/r−µ/r2+Tr/m
vθ(vφ tanφ− vr)/r+Tθ/m
−(vrvφ+ v2θ tanφ)/r+Tφ/m
−|T |/(Ispg0)

(3.14)
where, for defining the parameters Tr, Tθ and Tφ, we first have to define the control vector
function as:
u=
Tα
β
 (3.15)
where T is the thrust of our spacecraft expressed from the origin of this coordinate frame,
α is the angle from the eθ axis to the orthogonal projection of the line segment T on the
ereθ plane, and β is the angle from the orthogonal projection of the line segment T on the
ereθ plane to the line segment T . In figure 3.3 we can see these spherical thrust angles in
the r, θ, φ coordinate system.
Figure 3.3: Spherical thrust angles in the r, θ, φ coordinate system
Therefore, we can define parameters Tr, Tθ and Tφ as the thrust direction vector:
T =
TrTθ
Tφ
=
T sinαcosβT cosαcosβ
T sinβ
 (3.16)
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where:
0≤α≤ 2pi
−pi/2≤β≤ pi/2 (3.17)
3.2. Performance Index
In a low-thrust orbital transfer we may want to minimize the duration of the transfer or
the fuel used for it. This leaves us with two types of optimal problems: the time-optimal
problem and the fuel-optimal one.
The time-optimal problem will consist in minimizing the final time, so the performance index
will be defined as:
J = t f (3.18)
On the other hand, in the fuel-optimal problem, a minimum use of fuel is wanted, so this
can be achieved by reducing the total amount of thrust used during the whole transfer.
Therefore, the performance index for the fuel-optimal case will be:
J =
∫ t f
ti
T (t)dt (3.19)
Selecting one performance index or another for our optimal control problem will let us
choose which aspect of the transfer we want to optimize.
3.3. Scaling of the Parameters
Another important step in our problem will be the scaling of all the parameters involved
in the optimal control problem. This will help us not having to deal with huge order of
magnitude differences and will allow us to qualitatively compare the results obtained faster.
To do so, we will have to first specify a system of units for all the basic measurements. So,
in our case, we will have to determine units for length, time and mass. While velocity and
acceleration units will be obtained from the length and time ones.
As we are dealing with interplanetary transfers, we will set the length unit as an astronom-
ical unit, which is the mean distance between the Earth and the Sun:
Length Unit = 1 AU = 1.4959787066 ·108km (3.20)
Then, we will relate the time unit with the length one with:
Time Unit =
√
(Length Unit)3
µ
(3.21)
which is the inverse equation of the angular velocity (ω−1).
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The mass unit will be simply set as the initial mass of our spacecraft:
Mass Unit = m0 (3.22)
Finally, velocity and acceleration units will be defined from length and time ones as:
Velocity Unit =
Length Unit
Time Unit
(3.23)
Acceleration Unit =
Velocity Unit
Time Unit
(3.24)
These units will be used to divide all the parameters depending on their original units in
order to obtain a dimensionless problem.
3.4. Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions will be used to indicate initial and final desired states of our problem.
On which, we will be dealing with a low-thrust transfer between the Earth’s orbit and Mars.
This boundary conditions will have to be expressed as dimensionless in our optimal control
problem.
For setting initial boundary conditions we will have to take into account that the departure
will take place from a circular approximation of the Earth’s orbit. While, for setting final
boundary conditions, we will have to take into account that the arrival at Mars will be done
by a ballistic capture trajectory, which is defined by Belbruno and Topputo [24].
Ballistic capture principle, which can be seen in figure 3.4, basically consists, according
to Belbruno and Topputo [24], in targeting a point xc in the space, in which, applying a
maneuver ∆Vc, the velocity of the ballistic capture transfer can be matched. From this
point the spacecraft will power off the engine and will be ”picked up” by Mars and carried
to a given periapsis distance rp of Mars inside its sphere of influence (SOI). This transfer
can take several months.
Figure 3.4: Structure of the ballistic capture transfers to Mars [24]
Therefore, in our problem we will just have to point at xc from the Earth’s orbit. The point xc
has been numerically calculated by backward integration from rp, which means that final
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boundary conditions will be loaded from a given previous numerical calculus. However,
these computations are beyond the purposes of this report (further information can be
found in Belbruno and Topputo work [24]).
Then, we can to define initial boundary conditions as:
r(ti) = 1
φ(ti) = 0
vr(ti) = 0
vθ(ti) =
√
µ
r(ti)
vφ(ti) = 0
m(ti) = m0
(3.25)
while final boundary conditions will be loaded from an external file and can be expressed
as:
r(t f ) = r(xc)
θ(t f ) = θ(xc)
φ(t f ) = φ(xc)
vr(t f ) = vr(xc)
vθ(t f ) = vθ(xc)
vφ(t f ) = vφ(xc)
(3.26)
Note that all the parameters in equations (3.25)-(3.26) are dimensionless.
3.5. Path Constraints
Path constraints are, essentially, because of the decrease of performance of the spacecraft
engine due the increasing distance from the sun. That is because, as we have previously
seen, low-thrusters typically obtain electric power from solar radiation. Then, moving away
from the sun will suppose a reduction of the maximum thrust available, as well as the
specific impulse proportionated by our spacecraft engine as we have seen in equations
(3.10)-(3.11).
In our problem, as we will be working with two different models of electro-spray engines
mounted on a CubeSat, we will have two different expressions for the maximum thrust
available. These expressions have been proportioned by the department of aerospace
science and technology of the Politecnico di Milano. So, depending on which engine we
decide to set as equipped in our spacecraft, we will have a maximum available thrust
(Tmax) as a function of the distance from the sun (r) determined with one of these two
expressions:
TAmax(r[AU ]) = 11.312 · e−2.262·r [mN] (3.27)
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TBmax(r[AU ]) = 5.765 · e−1.802·r [mN] (3.28)
where, in both equations, r is expressed in astronomical units (AU) and Tmax in mN. In
figure 3.5 we can see these equations plotted for a distance from the sun between the
Earth and Mars orbits.
Figure 3.5: Engines maximum thrust available in function of the distance from the sun
Therefore, this will introduce in our optimal control problem a thrust path constraint of the
form:
0≤ T (t)≤ Tmax(r[AU ]) (3.29)
CHAPTER 4. STRUCTURE OF THE SOLVER
4.1. Structure Overview
The solver has been divided into several parts in order to ease its understanding and to
enhance its clarity. In figure 4.1 we can see the different parts of the solver with its arranged
execution.
Figure 4.1: Solver Structure
These parts have been associated with several Matlab functions in our solver. Along the
following sections, them will be explained.
4.2. Some Initial Settings
First, we have to set some initial settings for the problem in the main script function of the
solver (called ”main ” in appendix A). This includes selecting if we may want to minimize
the duration of the transfer or the fuel used for it, which will later define the performance
index of our optimal control problem.
We also have to specify which engine we want to be mounted in our spacecraft. This will
effect the thrust and specific impulse functions depending on r, as well as the initial and
fuel masses of the spacecraft.
Moreover, we can select if we want to compute the parts of the Jacobian of our problem
or if we want to load it from the previous execution. We must compute the Jacobian parts
again if we have changed anything from the dynamics of the optimal control problem (x˙),
otherwise is not necessary.
Finally there is the option of choosing if we are dealing with an heliocentric problem and
departure and target planets. However, as we will be working with precomputed parame-
ters to do a ballistic capture transfer at the Mars’ arrival from an Earth orbit departure, we
do not have to change these parameters.
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4.3. Parameters Computation
Once initial settings have been specified, we will call a function in order to compute the
different parameters of the problem (called ”statement ” in appendix A). This function, first,
specifies the number of states and the number of controls of our dynamics, as well as the
initial time of our optimal control problem. It also specifies the number of initial and final
boundary conditions, the number of time parameters and the number of path constraints.
Then, it specifies the number of nodes that we will use for direct transcription.
4.3.1. Gravitational Parameters
After that, it enters a function (called ”gravitational ” in appendix A), where the constant
gravitational parameters of the problem are specified. This includes setting dimensionally
the standard gravitational parameter µ and the standard gravitational acceleration g0.
4.3.2. Engine Parameters
In this function (called ”engine ” in appendix A), engine related parameters are specified
depending on the choice of engine we have previously done. In it, thrust and specific
impulse functions depending on r for each engine are defined. In the case of the thrust
function, it will become the maximum thrust path constraint of our optimal control problem.
It also defines the structural mass that the spacecraft will have with each engine mounted
and the fuel mass loaded in each case.
4.3.3. Ballistic Capture Transfer Parameters
This function (called ”ballistic ” in appendix A) works with the precomputed solution of a
ballistic capture transfer to Mars. So, here, xc and rp points for a three-dimensional frame
are computed.
In addition, it creates vectors with the departure and target planets orbits, as well as one
with the ballistic capture orbit.
4.4. Scaling of the Parameters
Once all the parameters are computed, we must scale them. In this function (called
”scaling ” in appendix A) the gravitational, engine and ballistic capture transfer parame-
ters are scaled.
To do so, we divide all the parameters by the units from the system previously specified
(see section 3.3.) depending on their parameters in order to make them dimensionless.
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4.5. Boundary Conditions
Next step will be to define the initial and final boundary conditions. In this function (called
”boundary ” in appendix A) boundary conditions are set according to the equations (3.25)-
(3.26) previously explained (see section 3.4.).
4.6. Derivation of Analytical Jacobian with Hermite-Simpson
Collocation Method
We will only enter this function (called ”derive jacobian ” in appendix A) if we have previ-
ously selected to do so, otherwise, Jacobian parts will be loaded from the previous execu-
tion of the solver (see section 4.2.).
This function, first, uses the Hermite-Simpson collocation method (see section 2.3.2.) to
compute the defect constraints from equation 2.28, using the dynamics x˙ of our problem
(called ” f ” in appendix A), which we will have been previously specified with equation
(3.14).
Once this is done, it creates the Jacobian parts of defect constraints for partial state and
control variables (called ” jacobian de f ect ” in appendix A), and for partial final time (called
” jacobian h ” in appendix A).
Also, it creates the Jacobian parts for initial (called ” jacobian boundary le f t in appendix
A) and final (called ” jacobian boundary right ” in appendix A) boundary constraints. The
one for path constraints will be created later in the construction of the Jacobian (see section
4.8.).
4.7. Initial Guess Computation
Function for initial guess computations (called ”initial guess ” in appendix A) computes a
two-dimensional transfer orbit with tangential thrust. Then, this solution will be used as a
starting point for the IPOPT solver.
To do so, we use the Matlab ODE solver ode113. It solves non-stiff differential equa-
tions with variable order method, which consists in choosing dynamically between different
methods of different orders.
In order to define the tangential thrust, we rewrite the dynamics of equation (3.14) into
a new dynamics function for the initial guess (called ” f ini ” in appendix A) where the
tangential thrust is defined as:
T =
TrTθ
Tφ
=
Tguessvr/vTguessvθ/v
Tguessvφ/v
 (4.1)
where Tguess is the thrust for the initial guess and is defined as 0.7T for a time-optimal
problem and as 0.5T for a fuel-optimal problem. The same is done with Ispguess, so it is
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defined as 0.7Isp for a time-optimal problem and as 0.5Isp for a fuel-optimal problem. And
v is defined as the module of the vector formed by vr, vθ and vφ.
The event at which the ODE solver will reach a solution is determined by reaching the
boundary condition r(t f ).
4.8. IPOPT Solver Settings
This function (called ”ipopt settings ” in appendix A) sets the lower and upper bounds of
the dimensionless states and controls of our problem for every node, as well as some
options and functions for the IPOPT solver.
Lower and upper bounds are set for every node as:
r(ti)≤ r ≤ r(t f )
0≤ θ≤ ∞
−pi/2≤ φ≤ pi/2
−∞≤ vr ≤ ∞
−∞≤ vθ ≤ ∞
−∞≤ vφ ≤ ∞
mstruct ≤ m≤ m0
0≤ T ≤ Tmax(tN)
0≤ α≤ 2pi
−pi/2≤ β≤ pi/2
(4.2)
Also, bounds for final time t f are set as:
tig/2≤ t f ≤ 2tig (4.3)
where tig is the final time of the initial guess, the time at which it has reached the boundary
condition r(t f ).
As options, we have chose to use a limited-memory quasi Newton approximation to the
Hessian.
Moreover, we have fixed the maximum number of iterations to 1000. So, the algorithm
terminates with an error message if the number of iterations exceeds this number [25].
Finally, the desired convergence tolerance has been set to 10−6. This number determines
the convergence tolerance for the algorithm. So, the algorithm terminates successfully if
the (scaled) NLP error becomes smaller than this value [25].
The functions that will be determined for the solver are the objective function, the gradient
of the objective function, the constraints function, the structure of the Jacobian, and the
Jacobian.
The objective function is determined by the performance index (see section 3.2.) of equa-
tion (3.18) or (3.19). We will choose an equation or another depending of if we are dealing
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with a time or fuel optimal control problem. The gradient of the objective function will also
depend on the type of optimal control problem.
The constraints function includes the defect constraints, constructed with the Hermite-
Simpson method, and the boundary and path ones.
The Jacobian function and its structure will include the Jacobian of defect constraints, of
initial and final boundary constraints, and of path constraints. In fact, in figure 4.2, we can
see an example of a Jacobian structure of our problem when the number of nodes N is set
to 10. On it, we can appreciate the different parts of it. The elements marked in blue are
the non-zero elements of our Jacobian structure, while the red lines have just been drawn
for parts division purposes.
Figure 4.2: Jacobian Structure Example with N=10
4.9. IPOPT Solver Execution
This part just consists in executing the IPOPT solver, which basically represents the core
of our solver structure.
IPOPT stands for Interior Point Optimizer and is an open source software package for
large-scale nonlinear optimization [25].
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4.10. Plotting of the Results
This function (called ”plot result ” in appendix A) is responsible for the plotting of several
results divided into three different figures, as well as for the writing of some result param-
eters in the Matlab command window.
The first figure principally shows the result trajectory in a three-dimensional frame. For the
user better understanding, departure and target planet orbits are also plotted. In addition,
it shows the first guess solution and the ballistic capture orbit with the xc and rp points.
In the second figure, the dynamic states along time are displayed. So, in this figure, we
can see the evolution of r, θ, φ, vr, vθ, vφ and m along the mission time expressed in days.
Third figure displays the control parameters along time. Thereby, in this figure, we can see
the evolution of T , α and β along the mission time expressed in days.
Finally, the function displays in the Matlab command window several parameters such as
the orbital transfer time or the fuel masses used for it.
CHAPTER 5. PROBLEM EXAMPLES AND
RESULTS
In this chapter some examples will be run. In order to prove the validity of the solver we will
run four different examples. The first two examples will be time-optimal problems, while
the other two will be fuel-optimal ones.
For both time and fuel optimal problems we will use two different models of electro-spray
engines mounted on a CubeSat. Both engines will give to our spacecraft a structural mass
of 1 kg, and will be loaded with 11 kg of fuel. These models have been proportioned by
the department of aerospace science and technology of the Politecnico di Milano.
The initial departure angle, which only effects the two-dimensional first guess with tangen-
tial thrust, will be changed manually after a trial and error process. This will be done in
a way that the final point of the first guess approximates to the xc point, which will be the
final point of the final transfer orbit.
Therefore, for all the cases, we will we running a low-thrust transfer between an Earth’s
orbit circular approximation and Mars. In order to arrive at Mars with the precomputed
ballistic capture transfer, also proportioned by the department of aerospace science and
technology of the Politecnico di Milano, we will always point at the precomputed point
xc. Moreover, all the examples will have a number of nodes for the direct transcription of
N = 200 in order to ease the comparison between all the cases.
5.1. Example 1
For this first example, we have selected the following options:
• Time-optimal problem.
• Spacecraft equipped with engine A.
• Initial guess departure angle θi,ig = 240o.
With them, the solver gives us the following results:
• Number of iterations: 115.
• Total transfer time: 1530 days, 0 hours, 42 minutes and 17 seconds (4.1890 years):
◦ Target point xc reached after 1063 days, 5 hours, 30 minutes and 17 seconds
(2.9110 years).
◦ Ballistic capture trajectory from point xc to point rp has taken 466 days, 19
hours, 12 minutes and 0 seconds (1.2780 years).
• Fuel mass:
◦ 2.8428 kg of fuel used (25.8437 % of fuel used).
◦ Spacecraft final mass is of 9.1572 kg (76.3099 % of its initial mass).
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From these results it can be seen that the journey would take more than 4 years, from
which, more than 1 year is used for the ballistic capture orbit. Which is a lot if compared
to previous Mars missions which had taken less than a year to go from the Earth to Mars,
even the low-thrust mission Dawn took less than a year and a half to make a Mars gravity
assist. However, the good news from this result are than less than 3 kilograms of fuel are
needed to reach Mars. So, as just around a 26 % of the fuel loaded is used, we could
launch our CubeSat with less fuel and take advantage of the volume and mass available
in order to increase its scientific payload.
Resulting transfer orbit can be seen in a two and in a three dimensional frames in figures
5.1 and 5.2, respectively. In figure 5.3 we can see the time history of state variables for
this problem. Also, in figure 5.4, we can find the time history of control variables.
From figure 5.4 we can see that between the 100 days and the 200 days points there is
a sharp change in the thrust angles, which can be appreciated in 5.2 as a sharp change
between orbit planes. Also, from figure 5.4 we can see how the solver finds the time-
optimal solution by proportioning the maximum available thrust all along the mission.
5.2. Example 2
For this example, we have selected the following options:
• Time-optimal problem.
• Spacecraft equipped with engine B.
• Initial guess departure angle θi,ig = 120o.
With them, the solver gives us the following results:
• Number of iterations: 190.
• Total transfer time: 1552 days, 3 hours, 3 minutes and 59 seconds (4.2495 years):
◦ Target point xc reached after 1085 days, 7 hours, 51 minutes and 59 seconds
(2.9715 years).
◦ Ballistic capture trajectory from point xc to point rp has taken 466 days, 19
hours, 12 minutes and 0 seconds (1.2780 years).
• Fuel mass:
◦ 5.4715 kg of fuel used (49.7405 % of fuel used).
◦ Spacecraft final mass is of 6.5285 kg (54.4045 % of its initial mass).
Again, from these results, it can be seen that, just as it happens in example 1, the journey
would take more than 4 years. When it comes to fuel, its consumption is not as good as
in example one, but it just uses around 5.5 kilograms of fuel to reach Mars, which is about
the half of the fuel loaded. So, again, we could take advantage of the volume and mass
available to increase the payload.
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Resulting transfer orbit can be seen in a two and in a three dimensional frames in figures
5.5 and 5.6, respectively. In figure 5.7 we can see the time history of state variables for
this problem. Also, in figure 5.8, we can find the time history of control variables.
As it happens with example 1, from figure 5.8 we can see that between the 100 days and
the 200 days points there is a sharp change in the thrust angles, which can be appreciated
in 5.6 as a sharp change between orbit planes. Also, just like in example 1, from figure 5.8
we can see how the solver finds the time-optimal solution by proportioning the maximum
available thrust all along the mission.
5.3. Example 3
For this example, we have selected the following options:
• Fuel-optimal problem.
• Spacecraft equipped with engine A.
• Initial guess departure angle θi,ig = 0o.
With them, the solver gives us the following results:
• Number of iterations: 39.
• Total transfer time: 1747 days, 21 hours, 57 minutes and 34 seconds (4.7855 years):
◦ Target point xc reached after 1281 days, 2 hours, 45 minutes and 34 seconds
(3.5075 years).
◦ Ballistic capture trajectory from point xc to point rp has taken 466 days, 19
hours, 12 minutes and 0 seconds (1.278 years).
• Fuel mass:
◦ 2.5142 kg of fuel used (22.8560 % of fuel used).
◦ Spacecraft final mass is of 9.4858 kg (79.0487 % of its initial mass).
From these results it can be seen that the total transfer time is higher than in the time-
optimal case with this same engine (example 1), as in this example it would take almost 5
years to reach Mars. However, the consumption is approximately 0.5 kilograms lower than
in example 1, as it would take just around 2.5 kilograms of fuel to reach Mars, which is
around a 23 % of the fuel loaded. This leaves even more space to increase our payload.
Resulting transfer orbit can be seen in a two and in a three dimensional frames in figures
5.9 and 5.10, respectively. In figure 5.11 we can see the time history of state variables for
this problem. Also, in figure 5.12, we can find the time history of control variables.
Also, from this fuel-optimal case, it is interesting to appreciate how in figure 5.12 the thrust
approximates to a bang-bang control solution, thrusting at a maximum level or turning
completely off the electro-spray engines. This kind of solution is very common for optimal
control problems, which indicates the validity of our solver. So, in this case we could design
a good optimal control solution limiting the thrust in just two states in the solver.
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5.4. Example 4
For this example, we have selected the following options:
• Fuel-optimal problem.
• Spacecraft equipped with engine B.
• Initial guess departure angle θi,ig = 270o.
With them, the solver gives us the following results:
• Number of iterations: 84.
• Total transfer time: 2041 days, 15 hours, 5 minutes and 13 seconds (5.5897 years):
◦ Target point xc reached after 1574 days, 19 hours, 53 minutes and 13 seconds
(4.3116 years).
◦ Ballistic capture trajectory from point xc to point rp has taken 466 days, 19
hours, 12 minutes and 0 seconds (1.2780 years).
• Fuel mass:
◦ 4.9272 kg of fuel used (44.7930 % of fuel used).
◦ Spacecraft final mass is of 7.0728 kg (58.9398 % of its initial mass).
From these results it can be seen that this example is the one with the higher total transfer
time, with more than 5.5 years. Again, the consumption is 0.5 kilograms lower than in the
time-optimal case with the same engine (example 2), as it would take around 5 kilograms
of fuel to reach Mars, which is around the 45 % of the loaded fuel. So, again, this leaves a
lot of space for increasing our payload.
Resulting transfer orbit can be seen in a two and in a three dimensional frames in figures
5.13 and 5.14, respectively. In figure 5.15 we can see the time history of state variables
for this problem. Also, in figure 5.16, we can find the time history of control variables.
Just like in example 3, we can appreciate from figure 5.16 how the thrust optimal solution
for this fuel-optimal case approximately follows a bang-bang control solution. So, once
again, we could design a good optimal control solution limiting the thrust in just two states
in the solver.
5.5. Results Comparison
Now, if we put the results from all the examples together we obtain table 5.1. From it, it can
be see that engine A has always a lower consumption than the B one. In fact, it is almost
the half for both time and fuel optimal cases. Moreover, when it comes to the transfer time,
engine A also has lower values. In the time-optimal case this difference is really small, less
than a month. However, in the fuel-optimal case, this difference is of almost 10 months.
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From table 5.1 it can also be seen how the fuel-optimal cases converge more rapidly than
the time-optimal ones. And that, with engine A, the optimal solution is found faster than
with engine B.
To sum up, from table 5.1 it has been seen how all the results is terms of transfer time and
fuel consumption make sense. Also, from this table, we could affirm that engine A gives
better results than engine B. However, in order to make a final decision between the two
engines we should take into account more parameters that are unknown by us, such as
the facility of implementation, the engine cost or the power consumption of each engine,
Table 5.1: Examples results comparison
Number of
Iterations
Total Transfer
Time [Years]
Fuel
Consumed [kg]
Example 1 (Time & A) 115 4.1890 2.8428
Example 2 (Time & B) 190 4.2495 5.4715
Example 3 (Fuel & A) 39 4.7855 2.5142
Example 4 (Fuel & B) 84 5.5897 4.9272
Also, from the examples resulting plots (figures 5.1 to 5.16) we can see that for the time-
optimal transfers (examples 1 and 2), the engine is working during the whole time in order
to shorten the transfer time. Moreover, it can be seen that, in both time-optimal cases, there
is a sharp change between the 100 days and the 200 days points, which corresponds to a
sharp change between orbit planes.
On the other hand, for the fuel-optimal transfers (examples 3 and 4), we can see that,
approximately, the engine follows an approximate bang-bang control solution in order to
minimize the fuel consumption, which is a very common solution for optimal control prob-
lems.
To conclude, we could say that these solutions are purely theoretical and that have just
been showed in order to prove the validity of the solver, so they could be a good way of
comparing different options for a CubeSat with an electro-spray engine, which will help
finding a trade-off between the mission needs and a good start for designing the transfer.
However, they can never be used as a final solution.
Also, it has to be said that in this work we have deal with a CubeSat with two different types
of electro-sprays because of the information provided by the department of aerospace sci-
ence and technology of the Politecnico di Milano. However, modifying some parameters of
the solver, it can be used for finding optimal solutions for other types of low-thrust propul-
sion engines.
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Figure 5.1: Optimal transfer orbit of time-optimal problem with engine A in 2D (Example 1)
Figure 5.2: Optimal transfer orbit of time-optimal problem with engine A in 3D (Example 1)
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Figure 5.3: Time history of state variables of time-optimal problem with engine A (Example
1)
Figure 5.4: Time history of control variables of time-optimal problem with engine A (Exam-
ple 1)
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Figure 5.5: Optimal transfer orbit of time-optimal problem with engine B in 2D (Example 2)
Figure 5.6: Optimal transfer orbit of time-optimal problem with engine B in 3D (Example 2)
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Figure 5.7: Time history of state variables of time-optimal problem with engine B (Example
2)
Figure 5.8: Time history of control variables of time-optimal problem with engine B (Exam-
ple 2)
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Figure 5.9: Optimal transfer orbit of fuel-optimal problem with engine A in 2D (Example 3)
Figure 5.10: Optimal transfer orbit of fuel-optimal problem with engine A in 3D (Example
3)
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Figure 5.11: Time history of state variables of fuel-optimal problem with engine A (Example
3)
Figure 5.12: Time history of control variables of fuel-optimal problem with engine A (Ex-
ample 3)
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Figure 5.13: Optimal transfer orbit of fuel-optimal problem with engine B in 2D (Example
4)
Figure 5.14: Optimal transfer orbit of fuel-optimal problem with engine B in 3D (Example
4)
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Figure 5.15: Time history of state variables of fuel-optimal problem with engine B (Example
4)
Figure 5.16: Time history of control variables of fuel-optimal problem with engine B (Ex-
ample 4)
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CONCLUSIONS
Through this project we have achieved the following objectives:
• To have a general idea of low-thrust propulsion and its advantages.
• To understand how optimal control, via direct transcription and collocation, for low-
thrust orbital transfers works.
• To implement a solver to optimize three-dimensional, low-thrust space trajectories
with variable path constraints in a time or fuel optimal way.
• To organize the solver code in a logical way facilitating its comprehension.
As a result, we have implemented a solver which optimizes three-dimensional, low-thrust
space trajectories with variable path constraints via direct transcription and collocation.
This solver has been based on the one implemented by Chen and Topputo [18]. Therefore,
the original contribution of this work has been:
• To implement a three-dimensional solver for low-thrust transfers from a two-dimensional
one.
• To include the mass flow rate equation into the solver.
• To include the path constraints from the engine’s maximum available thrust into the
solver.
• To target a point in the space in order to include the precomputed solution of a
ballistic capture transfer to Mars.
• To organize the code solver in a more knowledgeably and clearly way.
The resulting solver has been tested with both time and fuel optimal problems. These
examples have been tested with two different models of electro-spray propulsion engines.
These models would be mounted on a CubeSat and their information have been provided
by the department of aerospace science and technology of the Politecnico di Milano, ob-
taining a more realistic approach.
As we have seen, electro-spray propulsion is a state of the art technology which is es-
pecially being studied and developed by the Space Propulsion Laboratory at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. This kind of propulsion is perfect for miniaturized satel-
lites such as CubeSats, which are evolving really fast and already have almost the same
capabilities as the other kinds of satellites. Their main advantage is that they are cheaper
and faster to develop.
However, modifying some parameters of the solver, it can be used for finding optimal solu-
tions for other types of low-thrust propulsion engines. Also, it has to be said that the results
obtained in the examples are purely theoretical and that have just been showed in order to
prove the validity of the solver, so they could be a good way of comparing different options
for a CubeSat with an electro-spray engine, which will help finding a trade-off between the
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mission needs and a good start for designing the transfer. Despite of this, they can never
be used as a final solution.
To sum up, we could say that low-thrust systems are a good choice when it comes to
missions that require a long life. Being also a better environmental option because of
the great efficiency in the use of fuel, as well as for obtaining the electricity from the so-
lar radiation. Moreover, we have seen how this consumption can be optimized with our
solver. In fact, we have seen that we can use direct transcription and collocation for simply
translating an optimal control problem to a nonlinear programming problem and solve for
a finite set of variables. Which, in our case, have been used to implement an optimization
solver for three-dimensional, low-thrust space trajectories with variable path constraints.
For instance, we have seen how this optimization technique can be used for orbital trans-
fers design between the Earth’s orbit and Mars through examples with CubeSats equipped
with electro-spray engines.
When it comes to the final solver obtained shortcomings, some future features should be
implemented in order to enhance it. Therefore, next step would be to include a restriction
for the departure to be strictly from Earth and not from its orbit around the Sun, as well
as including some more points from where the ballistic capture could be carried out. This
way, we could be creating real launch windows for future low-thrust transfers. Moreover,
the implementation of a midpoint restriction would be really useful for creating gravitational
assists, improving the transfers efficiency.
To end up, we could synthesize this work saying that low-thrust systems use as primary
means of propulsion is increasing because of its advantages. For this reason, it is neces-
sary to, optimally, design interplanetary transfers with electric propulsion in order to make
future missions more efficient and widen their limits.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A. MATLAB SCRIPT OF THE SOLVER
% =========================================================================
% Direct optimization of three-dimensional, low-thrust space trajectories
% with variable path constraints
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Functions called:
% · statement_: Parameters computation
% · gravitational_: Gravitational parameters
% · engine_: Engine parameters characterization (Including engine max
% thrust path constraint)
% · ballistic_: Ballistic capture transfer parameters
% · scaling_: Scaling of the parameters
% · boundary_: Boundary conditions
% · derive_jacobian_: Derivation of Analytical Jacobian with
% Hermite-Simpson Collocation Method
% · f_: Dynamic equation
% · boundary_f_: Boundary conditions equation
% · initialguess_: Evaluation initial guess of 2D transfer orbit with ode
% solver
% · f_ini_: Dynamic equation for initial guess
% · ipopt_settings_: Ipopt settings (bounds, options and functions)
% · ipopt_auxdata: Ipopt solver
% · plot_result_: Plotting of result
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function main_
clc; clear; close all;
% Starting time display
t_start = clock;
t_start_string = [’* Simulation has started at ’, num2str(t_start(4)) ,...
’:’, num2str(t_start(5)) ,’:’, num2str(floor(t_start(6))) , ’.’];
disp(t_start_string)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% User initial settings for the problem
% Objective selection:
% 1: Time-Optimal
% 2: Fuel-Optimal
settings.objtype = 1;
% Engine selection:
% 1: Engine A
51
% 2: Engine B
settings.engine_choice = 1;
% Derivation of Jacobian selection:
% (select 1 if there has been any change in the OCP)
% 1: Derive Jacobians
% 2: Load Jacobians
settings.derive_jacobian = 1;
% Transfer center selection:
% 1: Sun centered transfer
settings.center = 1;
% Planets:
% · 1: Mercury
% · 2: Venus
% · 3: Earth
% · 4: Mars
% · 5: Jupiter
% · 6: Saturn
% · 7: Uranus
% · 8: Neptune
% Departure planet
settings.ip_dep = 3;
% Target planet
settings.ip_tar = 4;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Settings display
switch settings.ip_dep
case 1
ip_dep_string = ’Mercury’;
case 2
ip_dep_string = ’Venus’;
case 3
ip_dep_string = ’Earth’;
case 4
ip_dep_string = ’Mars’;
case 5
ip_dep_string = ’Jupiter’;
case 6
ip_dep_string = ’Saturn’;
case 7
ip_dep_string = ’Uranus’;
case 8
ip_dep_string = ’Neptune’;
end
switch settings.ip_tar
case 1
ip_tar_string = ’Mercury’;
case 2
ip_tar_string = ’Venus’;
case 3
ip_tar_string = ’Earth’;
case 4
ip_tar_string = ’Mars’;
case 5
ip_tar_string = ’Jupiter’;
case 6
ip_tar_string = ’Saturn’;
case 7
ip_tar_string = ’Uranus’;
case 8
ip_tar_string = ’Neptune’;
end
disp(’* Options choosen:’);
if settings.objtype == 1
disp(’ · Time-Optimal Problem.’);
elseif settings.objtype ==2
disp(’ · Fuel-Optimal Problem.’);
end
if settings.center == 1
center_string = [’ · Transfer from ’, ip_dep_string, ’ to ’, ...
ip_tar_string, ’.’];
disp(center_string);
end
if settings.engine_choice == 1
disp(’ · Spacecraft equipped with engine A.’);
elseif settings.engine_choice ==2
disp(’ · Spacecraft equipped with engine B.’);
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Parameters computation
auxdata = statement_(settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Scaling parameters
auxdata = scaling_(auxdata, settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Boundary constraints settlement
auxdata = boundary_(auxdata);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Derive analytical Jacobian and Hessian of defect constraints with
% Hermite-Simpson method (if indicated)
if settings.derive_jacobian == 1
disp(’* Derivating Jacobians...’);
derive_jacobian_(auxdata);
disp(’ · Jacobians obtained.’);
else
disp(’* Jacobians will be loaded.’);
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Evaluation initial guess of transfer orbit with ode solver
auxdata = initial_guess_(auxdata, settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ipopt settings (bounds, options and functions)
[options, funcs] = ipopt_settings_(auxdata, settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ipopt solver
[x , info] = ipopt_auxdata(auxdata.xguess , funcs , options);
save x x;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Plotting of result
plot_result_(x , auxdata, settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ending time display
t_finish = clock;
t_sim = etime(t_finish, t_start);
t_finish_string = [’* Simulation has finished at ’, ...
num2str(t_finish(4)) ,’:’, num2str(t_finish(5)) ,’:’, ...
num2str(floor(t_finish(6))) , ’ -> It has taken ’, num2str(t_sim), ...
’ seconds.’];
disp(t_finish_string)
end
% =========================================================================
% Parameters computation
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function auxdata = statement_(settings)
% Dynamics parameters
n = 7; % Number of state/odes
m = 3; % Number of controls
t0 = 0; % Initial time
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Boundary conditions parameters
q0 = 7; % Number of initial boundary conditions
qf = 8; % Number of final boundary conditions
qt = 1; % Number of time parameters
qp = 1; % Number of path constraints
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Direct transcription parameters
N = 200; % Number of nodes
Ns = N-1; % Number of segments
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Physical parameters
gravitational = gravitational_(settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Engine parameters
engine = engine_(settings);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ballistic capture parameters
ballistic = ballistic_(settings.ip_dep, settings.ip_tar);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Output vector
auxdata.n = n;
auxdata.m = m;
auxdata.t0 = t0;
auxdata.q0 = q0;
auxdata.qf = qf;
auxdata.qt = qt;
auxdata.qp = qp;
auxdata.N = N;
auxdata.Ns = Ns;
auxdata.gravitational = gravitational;
auxdata.engine = engine;
auxdata.ballistic = ballistic;
end
% =========================================================================
% Gravitational parameters
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function gravitational = gravitational_(settings)
if settings.center == 1 % Sun centered problem
dim_mu = 1.32712440018e11; % Heliocentric gravitational constant [kmˆ3*sˆ-2]
end
dim_g0 = 9.80665e-3; % Standard gravitational acceleration [km*sˆ-2]
% Output vector
gravitational.dim_mu = dim_mu;
gravitational.dim_g0 = dim_g0;
end
% =========================================================================
% Engine parameters characterization (Including engine max thrust path
% constraint)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function [engine] = engine_(settings)
% Engine Thrust, Isp & Mass
if settings.engine_choice == 1
% Thrust function respect r[AU]
Thrust_fcn = @(rAU) 11.312 * exp(-2.262*rAU) ; % [mN]
% Specific Impulse function respect r[AU]
Isp_poly = @(rAU) (3887.2 * (rAU).ˆ2 - 13842 * rAU + 13445); % [s]
% Spacecraft masses
m_fuel = 11; % Spacecraft fuel mass [kg]
m_struct = 1; % Spacecraft mass without fuel [kg]
elseif settings.engine_choice == 2
% Thrust function respect r[AU]
Thrust_fcn = @(rAU) 5.765 * exp(-1.802*rAU) ; % [mN]
% Specific Impulse function respect r[AU]
Isp_poly = @(rAU) (2871 * (rAU).ˆ2 - 10223 * rAU + 9373.3); % [s]
% Spacecraft dimensional parameters
m_fuel = 11; % Spacecraft fuel mass [kg]
m_struct = 1; % Spacecraft mass without fuel [kg]
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Thrust function derivative
syms rAU;
dTdr_fcn = diff(Thrust_fcn, rAU);
dTdr_fcn = matlabFunction(dTdr_fcn, ’vars’, rAU);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Output vector
engine.Thrust_fcn = Thrust_fcn;
engine.dTdr_fcn = dTdr_fcn;
engine.dim_m0 = m_fuel + m_struct; % Spacecraft initial mass [kg]
engine.dim_m_fuel = m_fuel;
engine.dim_m_struct = m_struct;
engine.Isp_poly = Isp_poly;
end
% =========================================================================
% Ballistic capture transfer parameters
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function ballistic = ballistic_(ip_dep, ip_tar)
% Load bc pre-computed solution
fi = 0;
load Sol12_xc23mln.mat
if fi < 0
fi = fi + 2*pi;
end
if f0 < 0
f0 = f0 + 2*pi;
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Departure planet orbit
t_start = clock;
jdate = julian(t_start(2), t_start(3), t_start(1));
[oev_dep(:,1), r_dep(:,1), v_dep(:,1)] = planet(ip_dep, jdate);
jdate_dep = jdate + 1;
for i = 2:367
[oev_dep(:,i), r_dep(:,i), v_dep(:,i)] = planet(ip_dep, jdate_dep);
jdate_dep = jdate_dep + 1;
i = i + 1;
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Compute Xc to target point (km, km/s)
Xc_km_kms = [XX_b1(end,1:2)*LU XX_b1(end,3:4)*VU]’;
% Target point true anomaly
Xc_theta = atan2(Xc_km_kms(2), Xc_km_kms(1));
if Xc_theta<0
Xc_theta = Xc_theta + 2*pi;
end
% Target planet orbit
[oev_tar(:,1), r_tar(:,1), v_tar(:,1)] = planet(ip_tar, jdate);
jdate_tar = jdate + 0.1;
diff_xc = abs(oev_tar(6,1)-fi);
diff_rp = abs(oev_tar(6,1)-f0);
diff_xc_point = abs(oev_tar(6,1)-Xc_theta);
i=2;
for d = 2/10:688*10
[oev_tar(:,i), r_tar(:,i), v_tar(:,i)] = planet(ip_tar, jdate_tar);
diff_tanom_xc = abs(oev_tar(6,i)-fi);
diff_tanom_rp = abs(oev_tar(6,i)-f0);
diff_tanom_xc_point = abs(oev_tar(6,i)-Xc_theta);
% Scan of the Julian date of target planet at xc
if diff_tanom_xc < diff_xc
r_xc = r_tar(:,i);
v_xc = v_tar(:,i);
oev_xc = oev_tar(:,i);
jdate_xc = jdate_tar;
diff_xc = diff_tanom_xc;
end
% Scan of the Julian date of target planet at rp
if diff_tanom_rp < diff_rp
r_rp = r_tar(:,i);
v_rp = v_tar(:,i);
oev_rp = oev_tar(:,i);
jdate_rp = jdate_tar;
diff_rp = diff_tanom_rp;
end
% Scan of the Julian date of target point
if diff_tanom_xc_point < diff_xc_point
r_xc_point = r_tar(:,i);
v_xc_point = v_tar(:,i);
oev_xc_point = oev_tar(:,i);
jdate_xc_point = jdate_tar;
diff_xc_point = diff_tanom_xc_point;
end
jdate_tar = jdate_tar + 0.1;
i = i + 1;
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Axis adaptment (x axis set at target planet periapsis)
ang = (360 - (oev_rp(4)*180/pi + oev_rp(5)*180/pi))*pi/180;
% Departure planet orbit
dim_r_dep(1,:) = r_dep(1,:).*cos(ang) - r_dep(2,:).*sin(ang);
dim_r_dep(2,:) = r_dep(1,:).*sin(ang) + r_dep(2,:).*cos(ang);
dim_r_dep(3,:) = r_dep(3,:);
dim_v_dep(1,:) = v_dep(1,:).*cos(ang) - v_dep(2,:).*sin(ang);
dim_v_dep(2,:) = v_dep(1,:).*sin(ang) + v_dep(2,:).*cos(ang);
dim_v_dep(3,:) = v_dep(3,:);
% Target planet orbit
dim_r_tar(1,:) = r_tar(1,:).*cos(ang) - r_tar(2,:).*sin(ang);
dim_r_tar(2,:) = r_tar(1,:).*sin(ang) + r_tar(2,:).*cos(ang);
dim_r_tar(3,:) = r_tar(3,:);
dim_v_tar(1,:) = v_tar(1,:).*cos(ang) - v_tar(2,:).*sin(ang);
dim_v_tar(2,:) = v_tar(1,:).*sin(ang) + v_tar(2,:).*cos(ang);
dim_v_tar(3,:) = v_tar(3,:);
% xc
dim_r_xc(1) = r_xc(1).*cos(ang) - r_xc(2).*sin(ang);
dim_r_xc(2) = r_xc(1).*sin(ang) + r_xc(2).*cos(ang);
dim_r_xc(3) = r_xc(3);
dim_v_xc(1) = v_xc(1).*cos(ang) - v_xc(2).*sin(ang);
dim_v_xc(2) = v_xc(1).*sin(ang) + v_xc(2).*cos(ang);
dim_v_xc(3) = v_xc(3);
% rp
dim_r_rp(1) = r_rp(1).*cos(ang) - r_rp(2).*sin(ang);
dim_r_rp(2) = r_rp(1).*sin(ang) + r_rp(2).*cos(ang);
dim_r_rp(3) = r_rp(3);
dim_v_rp(1) = v_rp(1).*cos(ang) - v_rp(2).*sin(ang);
dim_v_rp(2) = v_rp(1).*sin(ang) + v_rp(2).*cos(ang);
dim_v_rp(3) = v_rp(3);
% xc point
dim_r_xc_point(1) = r_xc_point(1).*cos(ang) - r_xc_point(2).*sin(ang);
dim_r_xc_point(2) = r_xc_point(1).*sin(ang) + r_xc_point(2).*cos(ang);
dim_r_xc_point(3) = r_xc_point(3);
dim_v_xc_point(1) = v_xc_point(1).*cos(ang) - v_xc_point(2).*sin(ang);
dim_v_xc_point(2) = v_xc_point(1).*sin(ang) + v_xc_point(2).*cos(ang);
dim_v_xc_point(3) = v_xc_point(3);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Target point xc
Xc_r = norm(Xc_km_kms(1:2));
Xc_phi = asin((dim_r_xc_point(3)) ./ sqrt(dim_r_xc_point(1).ˆ2 + ...
dim_r_xc_point(2).ˆ2));
Xc_vr_planar = cos(Xc_theta)*Xc_km_kms(3) + sin(Xc_theta)*Xc_km_kms(4);
Xc_vtheta_planar = -sin(Xc_theta)*Xc_km_kms(3) + cos(Xc_theta)*Xc_km_kms(4);
Xc_vphi_planar = 0;
Xc_vr_z = Xc_vr_planar.*cos(-oev_rp(5)-oev_rp(4)) - ...
Xc_vtheta_planar.*sin(-oev_rp(5)-oev_rp(4));
Xc_vtheta_z = Xc_vr_planar.*sin(-oev_rp(5)-oev_rp(4)) + ...
Xc_vtheta_planar.*cos(-oev_rp(5)-oev_rp(4));
Xc_vphi_z = Xc_vphi_planar;
Xc_vr_y = Xc_vr_z.*cos(-oev_rp(3)) + Xc_vphi_z.*sin(-oev_rp(3));
Xc_vtheta_y = Xc_vtheta_z;
Xc_vphi_y = -Xc_vr_z.*sin(-oev_rp(3)) + Xc_vphi_z.*cos(-oev_rp(3));
Xc_vr = Xc_vr_y.*cos(oev_rp(5)+oev_rp(4)) - ...
Xc_vtheta_y.*sin(oev_rp(5)+oev_rp(4));
Xc_vtheta = Xc_vr_y.*sin(oev_rp(5)+oev_rp(4)) + ...
Xc_vtheta_y.*cos(oev_rp(5)+oev_rp(4));
Xc_vphi = Xc_vphi_y;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ballistic capture transfer
r_ball_planar = (XX_b1(:,1:2).*LU)’;
r_ball_planar(3,:) = zeros(1, length(XX_b1(:,1)));
ang_z = ang+oev_rp(5);
ang_x = oev_rp(3);
r_ball_z(1,:) = r_ball_planar(1,:).*cos(-ang_z) - ...
r_ball_planar(2,:).*sin(-ang_z);
r_ball_z(2,:) = r_ball_planar(1,:).*sin(-ang_z) + ...
r_ball_planar(2,:).*cos(-ang_z);
r_ball_z(3,:) = r_ball_planar(3,:);
r_ball_x(1,:) = r_ball_z(1,:);
r_ball_x(2,:) = r_ball_z(2,:).*cos(ang_x) - r_ball_z(3,:).*sin(ang_x);
r_ball_x(3,:) = r_ball_z(2,:).*sin(ang_x) + r_ball_z(3,:).*cos(ang_x);
dim_r_ball(1,:) = r_ball_x(1,:).*cos(ang_z) - r_ball_x(2,:).*sin(ang_z);
dim_r_ball(2,:) = r_ball_x(1,:).*sin(ang_z) + r_ball_x(2,:).*cos(ang_z);
dim_r_ball(3,:) = r_ball_x(3,:);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Output vector
% Departure planet orbit
ballistic.dep.dim_oev = oev_dep;
ballistic.dep.dim_r = dim_r_dep;
ballistic.dep.dim_v = dim_v_dep;
% Target planet orbit
ballistic.tar.dim_oev = oev_tar;
ballistic.tar.dim_r = dim_r_tar;
ballistic.tar.dim_v = dim_v_tar;
% xc
ballistic.xc.dim_oev = oev_xc;
ballistic.xc.dim_r = dim_r_xc;
ballistic.xc.dim_v = dim_v_xc;
ballistic.xc.jdate = jdate_xc;
% rp
ballistic.rp.dim_oev = oev_rp;
ballistic.rp.dim_r = dim_r_rp;
ballistic.rp.dim_v = dim_v_rp;
ballistic.rp.jdate = jdate_rp;
% xc point
ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_r = Xc_r;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_theta = Xc_theta;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_phi = Xc_phi;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_vr = Xc_vr;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_vtheta = Xc_vtheta;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_vphi = Xc_vphi;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_oev = oev_xc_point;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_r = dim_r_xc_point;
ballistic.xc_point.dim_v = dim_v_xc_point;
ballistic.xc_point.jdate = jdate_xc_point;
% Ballistic capture transfer
ballistic.ball.dim_r = dim_r_ball;
end
% =========================================================================
% Scaling of the parameters
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function auxdata = scaling_(auxdata, settings)
% Parameters from auxdata needed
gravitational = auxdata.gravitational;
engine = auxdata.engine;
ballistic = auxdata.ballistic;
% Basic units
if settings.center == 1 % Sun centered problem
LU = 1.4959787066e8; % Distance unit: AU [km]
end
TU = sqrt(LUˆ3 / gravitational.dim_mu); % Time unit [s]
VU = LU / TU; % Speed unit [km/s]
AU = VU / TU; % Acceleration unit [km/sˆ2]
MU = engine.dim_m0; % Mass unit [kg]
units.LU = LU;
units.TU = TU;
units.VU = VU;
units.AU = AU;
units.MU = MU;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Gravitational dimensionless parameters
% Dimensionless gravitational constant
gravitational.mu = gravitational.dim_mu * TUˆ2 / LUˆ3;
% Dimensionless standard gravitational acceleration
gravitational.g0 = gravitational.dim_g0 / AU;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Engine dimensionless parameters
% Dimensionless spacecraft initial mass
engine.m0 = engine.dim_m0 / MU;
% Dimensionless spacecraft mass without fuel
engine.m_struct = engine.dim_m_struct / MU;
% Dimensionless maximal thrust
engine.Tmax = engine.Thrust_fcn(1) * 1e-3 / (MU*AU*1000);
% Dimensionless specific impulse
engine.Ispmax = engine.Isp_poly(1)/TU;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ballistic capture dimensionless parameters
% Departure planet orbit
ballistic.dep.r = ballistic.dep.dim_r ./ LU;
ballistic.dep.v = ballistic.dep.dim_v ./ VU;
ballistic.dep.oev(1) = ballistic.dep.dim_oev(1) ./ LU;
ballistic.dep.oev(2:6) = ballistic.dep.dim_oev(2:6);
% Target planet orbit
ballistic.tar.r = ballistic.tar.dim_r ./ LU;
ballistic.tar.v = ballistic.tar.dim_v ./ VU;
ballistic.tar.oev(1) = ballistic.tar.dim_oev(1) ./ LU;
ballistic.tar.oev(2:6) = ballistic.tar.dim_oev(2:6);
% xc
ballistic.xc.r = ballistic.xc.dim_r ./ LU;
ballistic.xc.v = ballistic.xc.dim_v ./ VU;
ballistic.xc.oev(1) = ballistic.xc.dim_oev(1) ./ LU;
ballistic.xc.oev(2:6) = ballistic.xc.dim_oev(2:6);
% rp
ballistic.rp.r = ballistic.rp.dim_r ./ LU;
ballistic.rp.v = ballistic.rp.dim_v ./ VU;
ballistic.rp.oev(1) = ballistic.rp.dim_oev(1) ./ LU;
ballistic.rp.oev(2:6) = ballistic.rp.dim_oev(2:6);
% xc point
ballistic.xc_point.Xc_r = ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_r ./ LU;
ballistic.xc_point.Xc_theta = ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_theta;
ballistic.xc_point.Xc_phi = ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_phi;
ballistic.xc_point.Xc_vr = ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_vr ./ VU;
ballistic.xc_point.Xc_vtheta = ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_vtheta ./ VU;
ballistic.xc_point.Xc_vphi = ballistic.xc_point.dim_Xc_vphi ./ VU;
ballistic.xc_point.r = ballistic.xc_point.dim_r ./ LU;
ballistic.xc_point.v = ballistic.xc_point.dim_v ./ VU;
ballistic.xc_point.oev(1) = ballistic.xc_point.dim_oev(1) ./ LU;
ballistic.xc_point.oev(2:6) = ballistic.xc_point.dim_oev(2:6);
% Ballistic capture transfer
ballistic.ball.r = ballistic.ball.dim_r./LU;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Output vector
auxdata.units = units;
auxdata.gravitational = gravitational;
auxdata.engine = engine;
auxdata.ballistic = ballistic;
end
% =========================================================================
% Boundary conditions
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function auxdata = boundary_(auxdata)
% Auxdatameters needed
engine = auxdata.engine;
ballistic = auxdata.ballistic;
xc_point = ballistic.xc_point;
gravitational = auxdata.gravitational;
mu = gravitational.mu;
% Initial boundary conditions
x0.r0 = 1; % [AU]
x0.theta0 = 0*pi/180; % [rad] (Just for initialguess_)
x0.phi0 = 0; % [rad]
x0.vr0 = 0; % [-]
x0.vt0 = sqrt(mu/x0.r0); % [-]
x0.vp0 = 0; % [-]
x0.m0 = engine.m0; % [-]
% Final boundary conditions
xf.rf = xc_point.Xc_r; % [AU]
xf.thetaf = xc_point.Xc_theta; % [rad]
xf.phif = xc_point.Xc_phi; % [rad]
xf.vrf = xc_point.Xc_vr; % [-]
xf.vtf = xc_point.Xc_vtheta; % [-]
xf.vpf = xc_point.Xc_vphi; % [-]
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Output vector
auxdata.x0 = x0;
auxdata.xf = xf;
end
% =========================================================================
% Derivation of Analytical Jacobian with Hermite-Simpson Collocation Method
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function derive_jacobian_(auxdata)
% Auxdatameters needed
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
% Construct variables within a segment
for i = 1 : 2*(n + m)
x{i} = sprintf(’x%d’ , i );
end
x = sym(x , ’real’);
x = reshape(x , (n + m) , 2);
% Time step
syms h
% Current Matlab directory
currdir = [pwd filesep];
% Divide variables in term of t_k and t_k+1
xk = x(1:n , 1);
uk = x(n + 1 : end , 1);
xk1 = x(1:n , 2);
uk1 = x(n + 1 : end , 2);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Contruct defect constrains with Hermite-Simpson method
% (where f_ is a module function of dynamic equation which can be changed
% for different problems)
xc = 0.5 * (xk + xk1) + 0.125 * h * (f_([], xk, uk, auxdata) - ...
f_([], xk1, uk1, auxdata));
uc = 0.5 * (uk + uk1);
fc = f_([], xc, uc, auxdata);
c = xk1 - xk - h/6 * (f_([], xk, uk, auxdata) + 4 * fc + ...
f_([], xk1, uk1, auxdata));
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Partial defect constraints, partial state and control variables
jacobian_defect = jacobian(c, x(:));
filename = [currdir, ’jacobian_defect_.m’];
matlabFunction(jacobian_defect, ’file’, filename, ’vars’, {x(:), h});
% Partial defect constraints partial tf
jacobian_h = jacobian(c, h);
filename = [currdir, ’jacobian_h_.m’];
matlabFunction(jacobian_h, ’file’, filename, ’vars’, {x(:), h});
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Partial boundary constraints partial state and control variables
jacobian_boundary_left = ...
jacobian(boundary_f_(x(:,1), x(:,2), auxdata), x(:,1));
filename = [currdir, ’jacobian_boundary_left_.m’];
matlabFunction(jacobian_boundary_left, ’file’, filename, ...
’vars’, {x(:,1), h});
jacobian_boundary_right = ...
jacobian(boundary_f_(x(:,1), x(:,2), auxdata), x(:,2));
filename = [currdir, ’jacobian_boundary_right_.m’];
matlabFunction(jacobian_boundary_right, ’file’, filename, ...
’vars’, {x(:,2), h});
end
% =========================================================================
% Dynamic equation
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function [dx, auxdata] = f_(t , x , u , auxdata)
% States:
% · x(1,:) -> r
% · x(2,:) -> theta (x -> y)
% · x(3,:) -> phi (x,y -> z)
% · x(4,:) -> v_r
% · x(5,:) -> v_theta
% · x(6,:) -> v_phi
% · x(7,:) -> m
% Controls:
% · u(1,:) -> T
% · u(2,:) -> alpha (r -> theta)
% · u(3,:) -> beta (r,theta -> phi)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Auxdatameters needed
gravitational = auxdata.gravitational;
g0 = gravitational.g0;
mu = gravitational.mu;
engine = auxdata.engine;
Isp_poly = engine.Isp_poly;
units = auxdata.units;
TU = units.TU;
% Dimensionless Isp
Isp = Isp_poly(x(1,:))/TU;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Adjoint Control Transformation
% If alpha=beta=0 -> tangential thrust
% Thrust in the spacecraft axis
T_r = u(1,:) .* sin(u(2,:)) .* cos(u(3,:));
T_t = u(1,:) .* cos(u(2,:)) .* cos(u(3,:));
T_p = u(1,:) .* sin(u(3,:));
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Diferential equations
dx(1,:) = x(4,:);
dx(2,:) = x(5,:) ./ (x(1,:).*cos(x(3,:)));
dx(3,:) = x(6,:) ./ x(1,:);
dx(4,:) = ...
(x(5,:).ˆ2 + x(6,:).ˆ2) ./ x(1,:) - mu./(x(1,:).ˆ2) + T_r./x(7,:);
dx(5,:) = x(5,:).*(x(6,:).*tan(x(3,:)) - x(4,:)) ./ x(1,:) + T_t./x(7,:);
dx(6,:) = ...
-(x(4,:).*x(6,:) + (x(5,:).ˆ2).*tan(x(3,:))) ./ x(1,:) + T_p./x(7,:);
dx(7,:) = -u(1,:) ./ (Isp * g0);
end
% =========================================================================
% Boundary conditions equation
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function bound = boundary_f_(xa , xb , auxdata)
% Auxdatameters needed
x0 = auxdata.x0;
xf = auxdata.xf;
% Initial boundary conditions
bound(1) = xa(1) - x0.r0;
% bound(2) = sin(xa(2)) - sin(x0.theta0);
% bound(3) = cos(xa(2)) - cos(x0.theta0);
bound(2) = sin(xa(3)) - sin(x0.phi0);
bound(3) = cos(xa(3)) - cos(x0.phi0);
bound(4) = xa(4) - x0.vr0;
bound(5) = xa(5) - x0.vt0;
bound(6) = xa(6) - x0.vp0;
bound(7) = xa(7) - x0.m0;
% Final boundary conditions
bound(8) = xb(1) - xf.rf;
bound(9) = sin(xb(2)) - sin(xf.thetaf);
bound(10) = cos(xb(2)) - cos(xf.thetaf);
bound(11) = sin(xb(3)) - sin(xf.phif);
bound(12) = cos(xb(3)) - cos(xf.phif);
bound(13) = xb(4) - xf.vrf;
bound(14) = xb(5) - xf.vtf;
bound(15) = xb(6) - xf.vpf;
end
% =========================================================================
% Evaluation initial guess of 2D transfer orbit with ode solver
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function auxdata = initial_guess_(auxdata, settings)
% Auxdatameters needed
N = auxdata.N;
engine = auxdata.engine;
x0 = auxdata.x0;
xf = auxdata.xf;
% Dimensionless tangential thrust and Isp for initialguess_
engine.Tguess = engine.Tmax * 0.7 * (settings.objtype == 1) + ...
engine.Tmax * 0.5 * (settings.objtype == 2);
engine.Ispguess = engine.Ispmax * 0.7 * (settings.objtype == 1) + ...
engine.Ispmax * 0.5 * (settings.objtype == 2);
auxdata.engine = engine;
% Initial conditions
x0 = [x0.r0 ; x0.theta0 ; x0.phi0 ; x0.vr0 ; x0.vt0 ; x0.vp0 ; x0.m0];
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ode options
options = odeset(’AbsTol’ , 1e-12 , ’RelTol’ , 1e-12 , ’Events’ , @event_);
% Initial guess
[t_guess , y_guess , te , ye , ie] = ...
ode113(@f_ini_, [0 , 5e10], x0, options, auxdata);
save y_guess y_guess;
if isempty(te)
disp(’* ERROR: Initial guess not reached.’);
else
disp(’* Initial guess reached successfully.’);
end
xguess_state = interp1(t_guess, y_guess, linspace(0, te, N), ’linear’);
xguess_control = repmat([engine.Tguess ; 0 ; 0], 1, N);
xguess = [xguess_state’ ; xguess_control];
xguess = xguess(:);
xguess = [xguess ; te]; % Initial guess of NLP variables
% Output vector
auxdata.xguess = xguess;
end
% =========================================================================
function [value, isterminal, direction] = event_(t, y , auxdata)
% Event function for ode solver
value = y(1) - auxdata.xf.rf; % Radius constraint
isterminal = 1;
direction = 0;
end
% =========================================================================
% Dynamic equation for initial guess
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function [dx] = f_ini_(t , x , auxdata)
% States:
% · x(1,:) -> r
% · x(2,:) -> theta (x -> y)
% · x(3,:) -> phi (x,y -> z)
% · x(4,:) -> v_r
% · x(5,:) -> v_theta
% · x(6,:) -> v_phi
% · x(7,:) -> m
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Auxdatameters needed
gravitational = auxdata.gravitational;
g0 = gravitational.g0;
mu = gravitational.mu;
engine = auxdata.engine;
Tguess = engine.Tguess;
Ispguess = engine.Ispguess;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Velocity
v_total = sqrt(x(4,:).ˆ2 + x(5,:).ˆ2 + x(6,:).ˆ2);
% Tangential thrust
T_r = Tguess.*x(4,:)./v_total;
T_t = Tguess.*x(5,:)./v_total;
T_p = Tguess.*x(6,:)./v_total;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Diferential equations
dx(1,:) = x(4,:);
dx(2,:) = x(5,:) ./ (x(1,:).*cos(x(3,:)));
dx(3,:) = x(6,:) ./ x(1,:);
dx(4,:) = ...
(x(5,:).ˆ2 + x(6,:).ˆ2) ./ x(1,:) - mu./(x(1,:).ˆ2) + T_r./x(7,:);
dx(5,:) = x(5,:).*(x(6,:).*tan(x(3,:)) - x(4,:)) ./ x(1,:) + T_t./x(7,:);
dx(6,:) = ...
-(x(4,:).*x(6,:) + (x(5,:).ˆ2).*tan(x(3,:))) ./ x(1,:) + T_p./x(7,:);
dx(7,:) = -Tguess ./ (Ispguess * g0);
end
% =========================================================================
% Ipopt settings (bounds, options and functions)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function [options, funcs] = ipopt_settings_(auxdata, settings)
% Auxdatameters needed
n = auxdata.n;
q0 = auxdata.q0;
qf = auxdata.qf;
qp = auxdata.qp;
N = auxdata.N;
Ns = auxdata.Ns;
engine = auxdata.engine;
x0 = auxdata.x0;
xf = auxdata.xf;
te = auxdata.xguess(end);
auxdata.settings = settings;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Bounds
% Lower and Upper bound of dimensionless variables
variable_low = repmat([x0.r0 ; 0 ; -pi/2 ; -inf ; -inf ; -inf ; ...
engine.m_struct ; 0 ; 0 ; -pi/2] , 1 , N);
variable_up = repmat([xf.rf ; inf ; pi/2 ; inf ; inf ; inf ; ...
engine.m0 ; engine.Tmax ; 2*pi ; pi/2] , 1 , N);
options.lb = [variable_low(:) ; 0.5 * te];
options.ub = [variable_up(:) ; 2 * te];
% Number of defect constraints: Ns
% Number of boundary constraints : q0 + qf
% Number of path constraints: qp
options.cl = [zeros(Ns * n + q0 + qf , 1); -inf * ones(qp*N , 1)];
options.cu = [zeros(Ns * n + q0 + qf , 1); zeros(qp*N , 1)];
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ipopt options
%options.ipopt.derivative_test = ’first-order’;
%options.ipopt.check_derivatives_for_naninf = ’yes’;
options.ipopt.hessian_approximation = ’limited-memory’;
options.ipopt.max_iter = 1e3; % Number of max iter
options.ipopt.tol = 1e-6; % Error tolerance
options.auxdata = auxdata;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Ipopt functions
funcs.objective = @objective;
funcs.gradient = @gradient;
funcs.constraints = @constraints;
funcs.jacobian = @jacobian;
funcs.jacobianstructure = @jacobianstructure;
end
% =========================================================================
function f = objective(x , auxdata)
% Objective function
% Auxdatameters needed
N = auxdata.N;
Ns = auxdata.Ns;
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
qt = auxdata.qt;
% Step size of the discretization
h = x(N * (n + m) + qt) / Ns;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Objective function
f = 0;
switch auxdata.settings.objtype
case 1 % time-optimal
f = x(N * (n + m) + 1);
case 2 % fuel-optimal
% reshape variables
x = reshape(x(1 : N * (n + m)) , (n + m) , N);
x_control = x(n + 1 , :);
for k = 1 : Ns
f = f + h * sum (x_control(k : k + 1)) / 2;
end
end
end
% =========================================================================
function g = gradient(x , auxdata)
% Gradient of objective function
% Auxdatameters needed
N = auxdata.N;
Ns = auxdata.Ns;
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
qt = auxdata.qt;
% Step size of the discretization
h = x(N * (n + m) + qt) / Ns;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Gradient of objective function
f = 0;
g = zeros(N * (n + m) + qt, 1);
switch auxdata.settings.objtype
case 1 % time-optimal
g(N * (n + m) + 1) = 1;
case 2 % fuel-optimal
x = reshape(x(1 : N * (n + m)) , (n + m) , N);
x_control = x(n + 1 , :);
g_array = 2 * ones(N , 1);
g_array(1) = 1;
g_array(end) = 1;
for k = 1 : N
g((k - 1)*(n + m) + 1 : k * (n + m)) = ...
[zeros(1,n), h / 2 * g_array(k), zeros(1,m-1)];
end
for k = 1 : Ns
f = f + sum (x_control(k : k + 1)) / 2;
end
g(end) = f / Ns;
end
end
% =========================================================================
function c = constraints(x , auxdata)
% Constraints function
% Auxdatameters needed
N = auxdata.N;
Ns = auxdata.Ns;
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
units = auxdata.units;
AU = units.AU;
MU = units.MU;
% Step size of the discretization
h = x(N * (n + m) + 1) / Ns;
% Reshape state variables x
x = reshape(x(1 : N * (n + m)) , n + m , N);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Construct defect constraints with Hermite-Simpson method
xk = x(1:n , 1:end-1);
xk1 = x(1:n , 2:end);
uk = x((n + 1) : end, 1:end-1);
uk1 = x((n + 1) : end, 2:end);
xc = 0.5 * (xk + xk1) + 0.125 * h * (f_([] , xk, uk , auxdata) - ...
f_([] , xk1 , uk1 , auxdata));
uc = 0.5 * (uk + uk1);
fc = f_([] , xc , uc , auxdata);
c_defect = xk1 - xk - h / 6 * (f_([] , xk , uk , auxdata) + 4 * fc + ...
f_([] , xk1 , uk1 , auxdata));
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Construct boundary constraints
c_bound = boundary_f_(x(: , 1) , x(: , end) , auxdata);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Construct path constraints
rrAU = x(1,:) ;
Tmax = auxdata.engine.Thrust_fcn(rrAU)*1e-3/(MU*AU*1000); % Dimensionless
c_path = x((n+1),:) - Tmax ;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Construct all of the equality constraints
c = [c_defect(:) ; c_bound(:) ; c_path(:)];
end
% =========================================================================
function jacobian_all = jacobian(x , auxdata)
% Construct jacobian
% Auxdatameters needed
N = auxdata.N;
Ns = auxdata.Ns;
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
q0 = auxdata.q0;
qf = auxdata.qf;
qt = auxdata.qt;
qp= auxdata.qp;
units = auxdata.units;
LU = units.LU;
TU = units.TU;
MU = units.MU;
engine = auxdata.engine;
% Step size of the discretization
h = x(N * (n + m) + 1) / Ns;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Construction of the jacobian
% Predifine space for jacobian_all
jacobian_all = ...
spalloc(Ns * n + q0 + qf + qp*N, (n + m)*N + qt, 2 * (n + m) + qt);
% Jacobian of defect constraints
for k = 1 : Ns
jacobian_all((k-1)*n + 1 : k*n, (k-1) * (n+m)+1 : (k+1) * (n+m)) = ...
jacobian_defect_(x((k - 1) * (n + m) + 1 : (k + 1) * (n + m)) , h);
jacobian_all((k - 1) * n + 1 : k * n , (n + m) * N + qt) = ...
jacobian_h_(x((k - 1) * (n + m) + 1 : (k + 1) * (n + m)) , h) / Ns;
end
% Jacobian structure of initial and final boundary constraints
jacobian_all(Ns * n + 1 : Ns * n + q0 + qf , 1 : (n + m)) = ...
jacobian_boundary_left_(x(1 : n + m) , h);
jacobian_all(Ns*n + 1 : Ns*n + q0 + qf, (N-1)*(n+m) + 1 : N *(n+m)) = ...
jacobian_boundary_right_(x((N - 1) * (n + m) + 1 : N * (n + m)) , h);
x = reshape(x(1 : N * (n + m)) , n + m , N);
% Jacobian of path constraints
for k = 1 : qp*N
dTmaxdr = engine.dTdr_fcn(x(1,k)) / 1000 ; % [mN/AU]
dTmaxdr = dTmaxdr * 0.001 * TUˆ2 / (MU * LU) ; % Dimensionless
jacobian_all(Ns*n + q0 + qf + k, (k-1)*(n+m) + 1 : k*(n+m)) = ...
[ -dTmaxdr, zeros(1,n-1), 1, zeros(1,m-1)];
end
end
% =========================================================================
function jacobian_all = jacobianstructure(auxdata)
% Construct structure of jacobian
% Auxdatameters needed
N = auxdata.N;
Ns = auxdata.Ns;
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
q0 = auxdata.q0;
qf = auxdata.qf;
qt = auxdata.qt;
qp = auxdata.qp;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Construction of the structure of jacobian
% Preallocate space for jacobian
jacobian_all = ...
spalloc(Ns * n + q0 + qf + qp*N , N * (n + m) + qt , 2 * (n + m) + qt);
% Jacobian of defect constraints
for k = 1 : Ns
jacobian_all((k - 1) * n + 1 : k * n , ...
(k - 1) * (n + m) + 1 : (k+1) * (n + m)) = ones(n , (n + m) * 2);
jacobian_all((k - 1) * n + 1 : k * n , ...
(n + m)* N + qt) = ones(n , 1);
end
% Jacobian of initial and final boundray constrain
jacobian_all(Ns * n + 1 : Ns * n + q0 + qf , 1 : (n + m)) = ...
[ones(q0 , (n + m)) ; zeros(qf , (n + m))];
jacobian_all(Ns*n + 1 : Ns*n + q0 + qf, (N-1)*(n+m) + 1 : N*(n+m)) = ...
[zeros(q0 , (n + m)) ; ones(qf , (n + m))];
% Jacobian of path constraints
for k = 1 : qp*N
jacobian_all(Ns*n + q0 + qf + k, (k-1)*(n+m) + 1 : k*(n+m)) = ...
[ 1, zeros(1,n-1), 1, zeros(1,m-1)];
end
end
% =========================================================================
% Plotting of result
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function plot_result_(x , auxdata, settings)
% Auxdatameters needed
ip_dep = settings.ip_dep;
ip_tar = settings.ip_tar;
N = auxdata.N;
n = auxdata.n;
m = auxdata.m;
units = auxdata.units;
LU = units.LU;
MU = units.MU;
AU = units.AU;
TU = units.TU;
engine = auxdata.engine;
Tmax = engine.Tmax;
Thrust_fcn = engine.Thrust_fcn;
m_fuel = engine.dim_m_fuel;
m0 = engine.dim_m0;
ballistic = auxdata.ballistic;
dep = ballistic.dep;
tar = ballistic.tar;
xc = ballistic.xc;
xc_point = ballistic.xc_point;
rp = ballistic.rp;
ball = ballistic.ball;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Data pretreatment: Dimensionalization of some variables
tf = x(N * (n + m) + 1);
x = reshape(x(1 : N * (n + m)) , n + m , N); % reshape variables
% Dimensionalization of variables
Tmax = Tmax * MU * AU / 1e-3; % Dimensional maximum thrust [N]
dim_thrust = x(8,:) .* MU .* AU ./ 1e-3; % Dimensional thrust [N]
dim_tf_sec = tf * TU; % Dimensional final time [s]
dim_tf = dim_tf_sec ./ 3600 ./ 24; % Dimensional final time [days]
dim_t_array = linspace(0, dim_tf, N); % Dimensional time array [days]
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Figure 1: Trajectory
% Spherical to Cartesian
% Planar trajectory guess
load y_guess
y_guess_cart(:,1) = y_guess(:,1) .* cos(y_guess(:,2)) .* cos(y_guess(:,3));
y_guess_cart(:,2) = y_guess(:,1) .* sin(y_guess(:,2)) .* cos(y_guess(:,3));
y_guess_cart(:,3) = y_guess(:,1) .* sin(y_guess(:,3));
% Trajectory solution
x_cart(1,:) = x(1,:) .* cos(x(2,:)) .* cos(x(3,:));
x_cart(2,:) = x(1,:) .* sin(x(2,:)) .* cos(x(3,:));
x_cart(3,:) = x(1,:) .* sin(x(3,:));
% Figure 1
figure(1);
% Settings
hold on;
grid on;
set(gcf , ’position’ , [100 100 500 350]);
xlim([-2 2]);
ylim([-2 2]);
axis square;
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 16);
xlabel(’X (AU)’) ; ylabel(’Y (AU)’) ; zlabel(’Z (AU)’);
% Centre
plot3(0,0,0, ’ko’, ’MarkerFaceColor’, ’k’);
% Departure planet orbit
plot3(dep.r(1,:), dep.r(2,:), dep.r(3,:), ’k--’, ’Linewidth’, 0.5);
% Target planet orbit
plot3(tar.r(1,:), tar.r(2,:), tar.r(3,:), ’k--’, ’Linewidth’, 0.5);
% Departure point
plot3(x_cart(1,1) , x_cart(2,1) , x_cart(3,1) , ’kd’);
text(x_cart(1,1) , x_cart(2,1) , x_cart(3,1), ’$Dept$’, ’FontSize’, 18, ...
’interpreter’, ’latex’);
% Departure planet when S/C is at Dept point
[oev_dep, dim_r_dep, dim_v_dep] = planet(ip_dep, xc.jdate-dim_tf);
% Axis adaptment
ang = (360 - (rp.oev(4)*180/pi + rp.oev(5)*180/pi))*pi/180;
r_dep(1) = (dim_r_dep(1).*cos(ang) - dim_r_dep(2).*sin(ang))/LU;
r_dep(2) = (dim_r_dep(1).*sin(ang) + dim_r_dep(2).*cos(ang))/LU;
r_dep(3) = (dim_r_dep(3))/LU;
plot3(r_dep(1) , r_dep(2) , r_dep(3) , ’kd’);
text(r_dep(1) , r_dep(2) , r_dep(3), ’$Earth@Dept$’, ’FontSize’, 18, ...
’interpreter’, ’latex’);
% xc point
plot3(x_cart(1,end) , x_cart(2,end) , x_cart(3,end) , ’kd’);
text(x_cart(1,end) , x_cart(2,end) , x_cart(3,end), ’$\mathbf{x}_c$’, ...
’FontSize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
% Target planet when S/C is at xc
plot3(xc.r(1), xc.r(2), xc.r(3), ’kd’);
text(xc.r(1), xc.r(2), xc.r(3), ’Mars@$\mathbf{x}_c$’, ’FontSize’, 18, ...
’interpreter’, ’latex’);
% Target planet when S/C is at rp
plot3(rp.r(1), rp.r(2), rp.r(3), ’kd’);
text(rp.r(1), rp.r(2), rp.r(3), ’Mars@$r_p$’, ’FontSize’, 18, ...
’interpreter’, ’latex’);
% Ballistic capture transfer
plot_ball = plot3(ball.r(1,:), ball.r(2,:), ball.r(3,:), ’r’);
% Initial guess
plot_guess = plot3(y_guess_cart(:,1) , y_guess_cart(:,2) , ...
y_guess_cart(:,3) , ’c--’, ’LineWidth’, 2); hold on;
% Final transfer
plot_transfer = plot3(x_cart(1,:) , x_cart(2,:) , x_cart(3,:) , ’b*-’ );
hold on;
legend([plot_guess , plot_transfer , plot_ball] , ...
’2D First Guess with Tangential Thrust ’ , ’Final Transfer Orbit’ , ...
’Ballistic Capture Orbit’);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Figure 2: States
figure(2);
set(gcf , ’position’ , [100 100 500 350]);
subplot(7,1,1)
plot(dim_t_array , x(1,:) , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’$r$ [AU]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
subplot(7,1,2)
plot(dim_t_array , x(2,:) , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’$\theta$ [rad]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
subplot(7,1,3)
plot(dim_t_array , x(3,:) , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’$\phi$ [rad]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
subplot(7,1,4)
plot(dim_t_array , x(4,:) , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’$v_r$ [-]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
subplot(7,1,5)
plot(dim_t_array , x(5,:) , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’$v_{\theta}$ [-]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
subplot(7,1,6)
plot(dim_t_array , x(6,:) , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’$v_{\phi}$ [-]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
subplot(7,1,7)
plot(dim_t_array , x(7,:).*100 , ’b-*’);
ylabel(’m [\%]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
xlabel(’Time [days]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
xlim([0 dim_tf]);
grid on;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Figure 3: Controls
figure(3); set(gcf , ’position’ , [100 100 500 350])
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(dim_t_array , dim_thrust.*1000 , ’b-*’ , ’LineWidth’ , 2); hold on;
plot(dim_t_array , Thrust_fcn(x(1,:)) , ’r--’ , ’LineWidth’ , 2);
ylabel(’Thrust [mN]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
legend(’T’ , ’Tmax’);
axis([0 dim_tf -0.1*Tmax*1000 1.2*Tmax*1000]);
grid on;
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(dim_t_array , x(9,:) , ’b-*’ , ’LineWidth’ , 2);
ylabel(’$\alpha$ [rad]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
axis([0 dim_tf -0.5 2.5*pi]);
grid on;
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(dim_t_array , x(10,:) , ’b-*’ , ’LineWidth’ , 2);
xlabel(’Time [days]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
ylabel(’$\beta$ [rad]’, ’Fontsize’, 18, ’interpreter’, ’latex’);
set(gca, ’FontSize’, 12);
axis([0 dim_tf -pi pi]);
grid on;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Displays
% Display transfer time
t_final.years = dim_tf_sec / 31557600;
t_final.days = floor((dim_tf_sec/3600)/24);
t_final.hours = floor((dim_tf_sec/3600) - (t_final.days*24));
t_final.minutes = ...
floor(dim_tf_sec/60 - t_final.hours*60 - t_final.days*24*60);
t_final.seconds = floor(dim_tf_sec - t_final.minutes*60 - ...
t_final.hours*3600 - t_final.days*24*3600);
time_string = [’ · Target point xc reached after ’, ...
num2str(t_final.days), ’ days, ’, num2str(t_final.hours), ...
’ hours, ’, num2str(t_final.minutes), ’ minutes and ’, ...
num2str(t_final.seconds), ’ seconds (’, num2str(t_final.years) , ...
’ years).’];
% Display time of the ballistic capture
dim_t_ball_sec = (rp.jdate-xc.jdate)*24*3600;
t_ball.years = dim_t_ball_sec / 31557600;
t_ball.days = floor((dim_t_ball_sec/3600)/24);
t_ball.hours = floor((dim_t_ball_sec/3600) - (t_ball.days*24));
t_ball.minutes = ...
floor(dim_t_ball_sec/60 - t_ball.hours*60 - t_ball.days*24*60);
t_ball.seconds = floor(dim_t_ball_sec - t_ball.minutes*60 - ...
t_ball.hours*3600 - t_ball.days*24*3600);
ball_time_string = [’ · Ballistic capture trajectory from point ’...
’xc to point rp has taken ’, num2str(t_ball.days), ’ days, ’, ...
num2str(t_ball.hours), ’ hours, ’, num2str(t_ball.minutes), ...
’ minutes and ’, num2str(t_ball.seconds), ’ seconds (’, ...
num2str(t_ball.years) , ’ years).’];
% Display total transfer time
dim_t_total_sec = dim_tf_sec + dim_t_ball_sec;
t_total.years = dim_t_total_sec / 31557600;
t_total.days = floor((dim_t_total_sec/3600)/24);
t_total.hours = floor((dim_t_total_sec/3600) - (t_total.days*24));
t_total.minutes = ...
floor(dim_t_total_sec/60 - t_total.hours*60 - t_total.days*24*60);
t_total.seconds = floor(dim_t_total_sec - t_total.minutes*60 - ...
t_total.hours*3600 - t_total.days*24*3600);
total_time_string = [’* Total transfer time: ’, num2str(t_total.days), ...
’ days, ’, num2str(t_total.hours), ’ hours, ’, ...
num2str(t_total.minutes), ’ minutes and ’, ...
num2str(t_total.seconds), ’ seconds (’, num2str(t_total.years) , ...
’ years):’];
disp(total_time_string)
disp(time_string)
disp(ball_time_string)
% Display fuel used
fuel_kg = (x(7,1)-x(7,end))*MU;
fuel_percent = (fuel_kg/m_fuel)*100;
fuel_string = [’ · ’, num2str(fuel_kg), ’ kg of fuel used (’, ...
num2str(fuel_percent), ’ % of fuel used).’];
disp(’* Fuel mass:’)
disp(fuel_string)
% Display spacecraft final mass
spacecraft_kg = m0 - fuel_kg;
spacecraft_percent = (spacecraft_kg/m0)*100;
spacecraft_string = [’ · Spacecraft final mass is of ’, ...
num2str(spacecraft_kg), ’ kg (’, num2str(spacecraft_percent), ...
’ % of its initial mass).’];
disp(spacecraft_string)
% Display distance to target planet from xc
points = [x_cart(1,end) , x_cart(2,end) , x_cart(3,end) ; ...
xc.r(1), xc.r(2), xc.r(3)];
distance_xc = pdist(points,’euclidean’);
distance_xc = distance_xc * LU;
distance_string = [’* Distance from xc to the target planet: ’, ...
num2str(distance_xc), ’ km.’];
disp(distance_string)
end
